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evangelical

As promised, the Visitor begins as a
32-page monthly. You'll find two new
features: "Scriptures to Live By" (NAE's
recommended Bible reading schedule)
and what promises to be at least a semiregular column on stewardship written
by various contributors. And, since several persons suggested we print material
for younger readers, a short story for
children appears on page 32. We'll need
to receive significant reader support
before making the "family reading
corner" a regular feature.
Leading off this January issue is our
annual review of 1982, written this year
by James Reapsome. Incidentally, Evangel Press recently became the printer of
Evangelical Missions Quarterly, which
Jim edits. (No correlation whatsoever.)
Another year-end "tradition" for the
Brethren in Christ seems to be the struggle to "meet the budget." On page 18,
Don Zook outlines the mission board's
plan to deal with a budget short-fall.
Since this involves the ministry of
brothers and sisters we've sent into missions around the world, the prospect of
a significant short-fall is both disturbing
and depressing. But on the brighter side,
Alice Dourte shares some good things
happening in missions in "A time to
celebrate."
A six-page section looks at peacemaking in the nuclear age. Three Evangelical Press Association articles report
on a growing interest among evangelicals in the subject. And Ron Sider (who
chairs our Peace and Social Concerns
Commission) shares remarks he prepared for an inter-religious peace rally in
Pasadena last year.
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A word about deadlines

Although it will take some time to
adjust to new schedules, our goal is to
mail each issue of the Visitor by the 20th
of the preceding month. Copy should be
received in Nappanee at least 30 days
prior to the date of mailing. For example, we plan to mail the April Visitor on
March 20, with items intended for that
issue being in our office by February 20.
Of course, late-breaking news can be
received by phone for a few days after
these deadlines.
Persons sending news and announcements to the Visitor should keep these
deadlines in mind.
January, 1983
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1982—The

Year of Quiet

Fire

RELIGION IN REVIEW
An obscure Scottish missionary, who
died in a World War II internment camp
in China, probably brought more religion to more people than any other person or event in 1982. Eric Liddell burst
on the scene unheralded, but after the
film about his exploits in the 1924
Olympic games and his resolute religious convictions won the Academy
Award for best picture, his name became
a household word.
"Chariots of Fire" was not produced
by makers of religious films, but it left a
profoundly simple and yet powerful
impact on those who saw it. Theaters
were packed by people who could not
understand how anyone could refuse to
run on Sunday, but who nevertheless
cheered when Liddell won his gold
medal. These were your run-of-the-mill
moviegoers, the same people who were
fed another year's diet of sex and violence by Hollywood producers.
Of course, Christians cheered Liddell,
too, and the fact that "their kind of
movie" could win an Oscar. But when it
came to cheers, Liddell did have a
serious rival. It would be interesting to
know, for instance, whether more people cheered Liddell or Pope John Paul
II.

j R o U N D I N G BACK from a near
fatal encounter with an assassin's bullet,
the Pope proved that he was strong not
only in body, but also in mind and heart.
Hundreds of thousands cheered him,
regardless of what country or continent
he visited. He spoke forthrightly for traditional moral values, conservative docJim Reapsome is executive director and
editor of Evangelical Missions Quarterly, Pulse and Missionary News Service, in Wheaton, III. Formerly he was
managing editor of Christianity Today
and editor o/The Sunday School Times.
He also writes Youthletter. Religion in
Review is a feature of EP News Service,
copyright © December 1982.
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trine and churchmanship, and against
terrorism and war. Even in fatigue, he
radiated warmth. But as the year drew
to a close the best he could do for his
beloved Poland was to work through
church officials. His trip there was canceled when martial law was imposed.
The way the Polish government stamped out the Solidarity union sent shudders
through the churches. In some ways, it
was typical of how a number of governments tried to contain religion. The
Catholic church in Poland, of course,
was too strong for the government to
take on directly. But around the world,
the pressure on Christians was not at all
subtle. Some missionaries were expelled;
others found their visas unrenewed.
Saudi Arabia kicked out a Southern
Baptist pastor and two Catholic priests.
Arrests and suppression continued in
Nepal, Ethiopia, Romania, and the
Soviet Union. Georgi Vins, who speaks
for unregistered Baptists in the USSR,
said 130 of them were in prison. The
Siberian Seven were reduced to six
when Lida Vashchenko went to a Moscow hospital and then home, while the
others approached the end of their fifth
year in the U.S. embassy.
Even in China, where a number of
official churches were open and packed
in large cities, the state-recognized ThreeSelf Patriotic Movement decided to
crack down on flourishing house churches. Some scholars guessed that religious
faith not only had not died out since the
Communists took over China, but that
it had secretly grown so that today there
might be 50 million Christians there.
Whatever their number, those who chose
to worship in house churches found
themselves "unsanctioned" by the
TSPM.
Billy Graham thought things were
better in the Soviet Union than in
China, as far as religious freedom is
concerned, but his comments while in
Moscow only served to act as a lightning
rod. In his official speech at a peace
conference, he called for respect for
human rights, but critics felt he had not
spoken either wisely for the cause of

religious freedom or compassionately
for those who are suffering for their
faith. Later in the year, the critics' fears
were realized when the official Soviet
press quoted Graham to prove there was
no repression in the USSR.
Still, Graham said his Moscow foray
was worth it because of the chances it
gave him to witness to the gospel, both
publicly and privately. He rated his
chances for a crusade in the Soviet
Union no better than 50-50. However
that may turn out, he did get invitations
from churches in East Germany and
Czechoslovakia and preached in those
countries.

HATEVER THUNDER and
lightning Graham pulled down while in
Moscow, it did not scare away people
who flocked to his usual program of
crusades in the United States. Even taciturn New Englanders responded. Graham fared well in two Harvard lectures.
Students who might have heckled him,
or at least given him the cold shoulder,
heard him out on a number of campuses. Graham also was awarded the
prestigious Templeton Foundation Prize
for Progress in Religion.
1982 saw another evangelist attract
huge crowds from Helsinki, Finland, to
Bellingham, Washington, and various
points in between. Veteran evangelists
were surprised by the depth of response
to the Argentinian-born Luis Palau, in
England and Scotland especially. Yet
Latin Americans feel particularly drawn
to him: Palau and his team counted
10,250 decisions in tiny Paraguay.
The need for evangelism in Europe
turned up in dismal church attendance
statistics: in West Germany, five percent
of the people in the state Lutheran
church actually worship on Sundays; in
Finland, three percent. But churches
were booming throughout Asia, Africa
and Latin America. The most comprehensive array of church and religious
data ever compiled, the World Christian
Encyclopedia, by David Barrett (Oxford
Evangelical
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by Jim Reapsome

U. Press), proved that despite setbacks
and hostilities, churches are thriving in
what used to be called the mission fields
of the world. Another study showed that
these younger churches are sending out
some 15,000 missionaries of their own.
Their rate of missionary recruitment
outstrips that of North American
churches.
But in the U.S., many churches and
mission agencies looked beyond successful churches overseas to countless
pockets of people where there are as yet
no churches. Overseas evangelism and
church-planting continue to be a prime
concern. In 1982, more young people
volunteered for missionary work among
Muslims than anyone could remember
for at least 50 years. Two new campusbased organizations of missionary concern sprung up; at least 10,000 students
went overseas last summer to do missionary work.
However, church growth and missionary vision did not grab the headlines
in 1982. That dubious honor went to
religious warfare. Catholics and Protestants continued to kill each other in
Northern Ireland. Anti-Semites bombed
and burned synagogues across Europe.
People were gunned down in Jewish restaurants. A Baptist church was burned
in Jerusalem. Resurgent, politically-motivated Hindus attacked Christians in
India. Muslim battled Muslim in northern Nigeria. Religious factions were
behind the terrible massacre in Lebanon.
Religion also figured prominently in
strife-ridden Central America. Christians
were caught in the middle of the civil
war in El Salvador. Although Nicaragua's revolution is over, tension between
churches and government continues.
The Catholic hierarchy is at odds with
the Sandinist leaders, while Protestants
walk a tightrope, especially because the
government thinks some of their churches and mission agencies are in league
with the CIA. In Guatemala, things
took an unexpected twist when a general
who professed to have a close walk with
God was summoned out of retirement
next page, please
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John Lamb talks with displaced persons in resettlement project in San
Jose Guayabal, 20 kilometers from the capital.

MCCer Escapes Injury in El Salvador Shooting
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador—MCC worker John Lamb was driving
back to San Salvador from distributing relief to flood victims, when he saw
a soldier through the dark motioning him to stop. He reports that he
immediately stopped the pickup truck, which was also carrying Salvadoran church workers and the son of a North American missionary family. A
group of approximately 40 soldiers started shooting at the pickup. The
occupants in the pickup ducked to the floor.
During the shooting, which Lamb estimates was 20 seconds long, one
soldier was seriously injured in cross fire and two passengers in the truck
were slightly wounded.
After the bullets stopped flying, Lamb reports, "I opened the door (of the
pickup) slowly. The soldiers ordered us on the ground." Lamb, who is from
Churubusco, N. Y., was pushed by a soldier while lying on the ground. A
Salvadoran accompanying Lamb shouted, "He is an American!"
The commander of the group ordered Lamb to his feet and asked him
his nationality. When Lamb answered, the commander was visibly upset.
They were questioned for over two hours at the nearby army headquarters and then released. The interrogators tried to establish a cause for the
shooting incident, but everyone had the proper identification and nothing
illegal was being transported in the pickup.
Lamb reports, "After Lecho (a Salvadoran friend) drove us back to the
home of the missionaries, we counted 18 bullet holes in the pickup, none in
the engine or tires. The windows were shattered. Judging by the holes in the
pickup, we were shot by another group of soldiers in front of the pickup. I
thank God for saving us."
The incident is not a rare example in a country where the Salvadoran
army is struggling to maintain control in a chaotic civil war. The exceptions
are that no one was killed in the incident and that North Americans were
involved.
U.S. Ambassador to El Salvador Deanne Hinton stated in November
that since 1979 "as many as 30,000 Salvadorans have been murdered, not
killed in battle, murdered." He threatened to cut $238.5 million in economic aid and $81 million in military assistance if abuses of human rights
by the security forces continue in El Salvador. At least 300,000 Salvadorans are displaced in El Salvador and another 300,000 have left the country
result of the war. The population in El Salvador is 5 million.
Lamb clarifies that the incident he was involved in was an accident. He
reports, "The soldiers seemed apologetic. I was angry at them and the
conditions that made U.S.-supplied guns more plentiful than flashlights,
making this type of shooting more probable."

1982—Generally speaking, it was a fairly tame
y e a r . . . no significant turning points, no startling
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by a revolutionary junta. Jose Efrain
Rios Montt believed it was God's call to
serve his country, which is wracked by
guerrilla warfare.

N THE DOMESTIC scene, with
increasing frequency in 1982, religious
issues were in the courts. The year began
with a setback for the creationists who
had hoped that a state law in Arkansas,
giving equal time to creationism in the
public schools, would be upheld, but it
wasn't. Federal District Court Judge
William Overton ruled that creationism
was both religious and bad science. In
November, a similar law was struck
down in Louisiana.
Those rulings did not quench the
debate or the efforts of creationists.
While there was no gain for them on the
legal field, they did see some changes in
textbooks in some states. The space
given to evolution as scientific fact was
reduced by a number of publishers, who
decided to be less dogmatic. In fact, the
trend went so far that in New York City
some texts were refused because they
had watered down evolution too much.
In tiny Louisville, Nebraska, another
legal battle roared on. The state continued to try to close down the school
run by Faith Baptist Church. The pastor, Everett Sileven, was locked up for
awhile and the church temporarily closed for other than regular services. Faith
Baptist refuses to submit to state licensing and certification of its teachers. Confronted by hundreds of pastors from
around the country, the local judge
stayed his order pending legislative
action.
The Supreme Court, meanwhile,
heard the crucial case of tax exemption
for Bob Jones University. The decision
carries tremendous implications for all
tax-exempt religious organizations and
institutions. The court did rule that the
Amish must pay Social Security taxes.
In what was regarded as a triumph, the
court also upheld the New York law
6

against child pornography. On a lower
court level, Grove City College lost its
contention that provisions of the 1972
Title IX education act do not apply to it
because it does not accept federal aid. If
students get the aid, that's enough to
warrant compliance.
The first arrests, convictions and sentencing of youths for failure to register
for the draft occurred in 1982. Those
youths came from historic peace churches. However, in November a judge ruled
that the entire registration act was illegal. The draft registration issue embroiled many churches and colleges.
So did nuclear weapons and warfare.
This issue used to be the sole turf of
churches with traditional nonresistance
stances, but in 1982 the movement against nuclear weapons gathered momentum from other religious quarters as
well. Ecumenical groups voiced their
concerns, but so did a group of Southern Baptists and the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. A growing
number of evangelicals jumped in, too,
and even planned a national conference.
However, another prominent cause
fizzled: the boycott against bad television programs. The Coalition for Better
TV finally zeroed in on a boycott target,
RCA/ NBC, for excluding Christian characters, values, and culture. One TV critic
noted less sex and violence on the new
fall shows, some of which died anyway.
But apparently RCA/ NBC did not come
to its knees.
On the legislative front, strong antiabortion efforts failed. It appeared that
some bill might get through the Senate,
but in the end three Senators all opposed
to abortion—Helms, Hatch and Hatfield—
could not get their act together.
President Reagan proposed a Constitutional amendment to reinstate prayer
in the public schools. Meanwhile, some
states approved voluntary prayer bills,
but the Supreme Court knocked out the
Louisiana law, and and Tennesse's law
fell before a federal district judge. The
governor of Alabama said he would
ignore a court injunction against a new
prayer statute. The governor-elect of

Alabama, George Wallace, professed a
newly found faith and a more positive
attitude toward blacks. Political analysts said it was the black vote that won
for him.
But President Reagan's effort to put a
conservative black on the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission backfired. He named Philadelphia evangelist B. Sam Hart
to the post, but the choice aroused a
storm of opposition and Hart withdrew
his name.

TAYING ON THE front page was
Sun Myung Moon and the Unification
Church. One day there was a photo of
Moon and his wife performing a wedding ceremony for a horde of believers;
another day Moon was in court being
sentenced to 18 months in prison for tax
fraud and conspiracy. He is free on
appeal. Moon also started his own daily
newspaper in Washington, D.C.
The 1982 national elections provided
little insight into the political efforts of
religious groups. Whereas in 1980 political observers speculated that conservative religionists were a strong factor in
President Reagan's victory, the results
in 1982 were too mixed to detect any
relationships or influence. If anything,
more candidates opposed by conservative groups survived than had been
expected to do so. Economic rather than
social and religious issues were determinative in the minds of voters.
The depressed economy did not slow
down religious relief agencies. The plight
of refugees and victims of disasters
around the world stirred contributors.
More of their money was going into
development projects. But in many places, like Lebanon, relief workers still
sent in food, clothing, blankets, and
medicines.
Church leaders mounted a significant
number of unity efforts in 1982. Three
Lutheran bodies, the Lutheran Church
in America, the Association of Evangelical Lutheran Churches, and the American Lutheran Church agreed to get
Evangelical
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changes or breakthroughs, no radical departures,
no new doctrines or theologies promulgated.

together. So did the Presbyterian Church
in the U.S. (Southern) and the United
Presbyterian Church in the U.S., but
their presbyteries must still ratify the
action. Two smaller denominations, the
Presbyterian Church in America and
the Reformed Presbyterian Church-Evangelical Synod, merged. Pope John Paul
II and the Church of England's Archbishop of Canterbury, Robert Runcie,
agreed to form a new Catholic-Anglican
commission to work out their differences.
The Consultation on Church Union,
a movement among 10 denominations,
reached the end of its second decade
with little more than hope for a "covenant" of commitment to each other. On
the world scene, the Commission on
Faith and Order of the World Council
of Churches produced a milestone document, "Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry," for member churches to chew over.
In Latin America, a number of evangelical groups organized the Confraternity
of Evangelicals, while churches with a
more WCC-inclination started their
regional association.

CRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION
continued apace around the world. Even
the Soviet Union agreed to an annual
printing of 10,000 Bibles, while 195,000
Bibles went to Poland. There was some
slack noticed in the buying of religious
books early in the year, but sales picked
up again in the fall. Two new Bibles
grabbed most of the attention, a condensed version put out by Reader's Digest
and a new version of the King James
Bible put out by Nelson.
The man most responsible for getting
the Bible into thousands of Bibleless
tribes around the world, W. Cameron
Townsend, died. So did other notables
in the world of religion: John Cardinal
Cody of Chicago, theologian George
Eldon Ladd, educator Mary LeBar,
author and translator J.B. Phillips, editor and writer Frank S. Mead, evangelist Lester Roloff, and musician Keith
January,
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Green, to name some of them.
Eric Liddell stuck to his convictions
and won his gold medal. Looking back
on religion in 1982, there were indeed
some "gold medals" to be claimed. But
in the United States at least, it appeared
that some of the luster of religious fervor
was somewhat tarnished. The Catholics
and the major denominations counted
church members county-by-county and
found that while the population was
growing by 11.5 percent in the 70s, the
number of people on church rolls gained
by only 4.1 percent.
Generally speaking, it was a fairly
tame year. Jerry Falwell and Norman
Lear battled it out on TV, but there were
no significant turning points, no startling changes or breakthroughs, no radical departures, no new doctrines or
theologies promulgated. Church bodies
grappled with divorce and homosexuality; strange gurus came and went; a
double (or was it triple?) agent spy story
emerged from the Church of Scientology; the Mormons, Seventh-day Adven-

tists and smaller denominations and
independent churches kept on growing.
There was the usual parade of congresses and conventions, including another one on the Bible. Cassette tapes
and videocassettes carried the messages
of religion. A l t h o u g h researchers
argued about their ratings and their
impact, gospel broadcasters continued
to flourish on radio and television.
But if it hadn't been for the religious
angle in congressional and court battles,
if Billy Graham had not gone to Moscow, and if "Chariots of Fire" had not
won an Oscar, the religion news beat
would hardly have stirred a ripple. Perhaps that isn't bad, if one considers that
religion's enduring values do not depend
on media exposure. In fact, it might be
good, because in recent years the thunderings of both the religious left and
right—liberal and conservative—while
attracting vast media coverage, may
have distracted many from the central
core of one's religious faith—a personal
walk with God.
•

Update on the
New Hymnal Project
Contributions for the new Brethren in Christ hymnal have
been coming in very well. As of December 21, the f u n d stands at
$40,018.36, or 40% of the needed $100,000.

LIMITED EDITION
The limited edition n u m b e r s still available in appreciation of
your contributions are:
Gold Ribbon Edition
No longer available
Silver Ribbon Edition ($5,000)
Books 4-5
Blue Ribbon Edition ($3,000)
Books 6-10
Red Ribbon Edition ($1,000)
Books 21-30
Yellow Ribbon Edition ($200)
Books 56-200
Contributions to the Hymnal Fund may be sent to Evangel
Press, Box 189, Nappanee, IN 46550. Make checks payable to
Brethren in Christ Publication Board. You will receive a receipt for
your contribution which can be used for income tax purposes.
7

/yOOcf people need
\ f the/gospel,
V
too!

by Robert L. Russell

Warren Wiersbe tells about a preacher and a deacon who were visiting a
prospective member in an exclusive
suburban neighborhood. The large
home was surrounded by a plush lawn
and gorgeous landscaping. Two expensive cars were parked in the drive, and
through a picture window the callers
saw their prospect lounging in an easy
chair, watching color TV. The deacon,
turning to the preacher, asked, "What
kind of good news do we have for him?"
Many people have the mistaken idea
that the gospel is needed only by the
spiritually and materially destitute. If a
man's life is falling apart or if he is facing
financial ruin, then the gospel is good
news. But if a person is healthy, prosperous, and content, then Christianity
has little to offer. Non-Christians often
refer to the church as a crutch—a crutch
for emotional cripples, but not for
strong, confident people.
As a preacher, I occasionally receive
calls from people who say, "I don't go to
church but I have a friend who has a
serious problem; would you try to help?"
Their distinct message is, "Everything is
fine with me, but when people get into
deep trouble they need the Lord."
Movies and plays often present "religion" as emergency assistance. In The
Tempest, Shakespeare has the sailors
cry out in peril of the storm, "All is lost
. . . To p r a y e r s . . . All is lost."
We in the church have put a great deal
of emphasis on the gospel's help for the
morally destitute. We sing,
I was sinking deep in sin, Far from
the peaceful shore,
Very deeply stained within, Sinking to rise no more;
But the Master of the sea heard
my despairing cry,
From the waters lifted me, now
safe am I.
Robert Russell is a pastor in Louisville,
Ky. This article first appeared in the Christian Standard.

8

While hymns of that nature are true,
they often leave the impression that one
must be morally shipwrecked, clinging
to the last rock of hope, praying someone will "throw out the lifeline" and pull
him to safety. Testimonies, that appear
in magazines or through other mass
media are almost always stories of those
who have been converted from a sordid
past. Charles Colson, Tex Watson,
Johnny Cash, and others have written
books about their salvation from crime
and drugs.
Since dramatic rescues are always
more exciting than routine prevention,
it is easy to understand why these types
of conversions are emphasized. But my
concern is that our overemphasis on
dramatic rescues has left the false impression that only complete moral failures
need the gospel. We can understand the
feelings of the man who, after hearing a
message from a former criminal turnedevangelist, went home and prayed, "Oh
God, I've never smoked pot, been drunk,
committed adultery, robbed a bank or
lied to a grand jury, but if you can use
me in spite of these shortcomings, I want
to be used!" We need to realize that for
every Saul converted on the Damascus
road there are hundreds of Timothies
who came to know Christ in a quiet way
as a result of faithful parents and grandparents. While a startling conversion
makes for a good program, perhaps we
need more emphasis on the ordinary
experiences.
Good people have needs

Good people need the gospel for salvation. Romans 3:23 says, "For all have
sinned, and come short of the glory of
God." When we compare ourselves to
each other we may conclude smugly that
we are "good." But a comparison with
the righteousness of God revealed in
Jesus Christ can only emphasize that
our righteousness is as "filthy rags"
before God. Indeed there is no one
righteous, not even one. If a basketball
player fires a desperation shot at the

final buzzer and his team is one point
behind, it doesn't make any difference if
the ball misses the mark by twenty feet
or if it rests teasingly on the rim, and
then falls off. His team has still lost. He
doesn't get a bonus for coming close.
While some may not miss the mark by
as much as others do, the Bible teaches
that we are all sinners and in desperate
need.
Good people need the gospel for fulfillment. Jesus said, "I've come that they
may have life, and have it to the full."
Paul Tillich says there are three anxieties of modern man that no amount of
money or prestige can erase: the anxiety
about death, the sense of purposelessness in life, and finally, the anxiety over
guilt. Sometimes affluent, moral people
appear to be so confident, so together,
that we feel intimidated by them. What
good news do we have for them? But
that confident exterior is often a facade
covering inner turmoil or emptiness.
They may have a lot of money, but
they also have a lot of problems. Elvis
Presley was the highest-paid male entertainer in American history. But Elvis did
not live a fulfilled life. He once said that
he would give a million dollars for one
week of peace. Dale Evans said she
searched all her life for the pot of gold at
the end of the rainbow, but she found
what she was looking for "at the foot of
the cross."
Good people need the gospel for
prevention. One of the most important
movements in the last fifty years in the
field of medicine has been the gradual
shift of emphasis from curative to preventive care. Today, a wise family expects their physician to keep them from
sickness, not just to cure them once one
of the members becomes ill.
Likewise, the gospel has preventive as
well as curative powers. Jude 24 speaks
of the one who "is able to keep you from
falling." If one takes Christianity seriously and lives for years in its atmosphere,
he has conferred on himself a kind of
spiritual immunity. We never become so

^ / P f a n y people
have the
mistaken idea that
the gospel is only
for the destitute.
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spiritual that we cannot sin (1 Corinthians 10:12). But we can reach the point
where some of the baser temptations of
life no longer hold appeal. Like Joseph
in Egypt, we become immune to the
temptation to commit adultery, steal,
murder, abuse children, etc. Because of
the preventive power of the gospel, we
are able to avoid the moral Hell-holes
that scar and enslave.
Fence to prevent falling

A man once asked Dwight Moody
for counsel concerning a complicated
moral problem. After telling the harrowing facts of multiple divorce, a love
triangle, and additional entanglements,
the man asked, "Now, Mr. Moody,
what would you do if you had gotten
into such a situation?" Moody replied,
"Man, I never would have gotten into
it!" That is not an unsympathetic
answer. Moody was acknowledging that
Christianity is not simply an ambulance
at the foot of the precipice to pick up
those who have fallen. Christianity is a
fence at the top to prevent the falling in
the first place.
No one ever asks me for my testimony. I grew up in a wonderful Christian home. At age eight I recognized that
I needed to accept the Lord because I
had sinned and needed his forgiveness.
After being baptized I certainly have not
lived a perfect life. However, I had never
been drunk, never O.D.'d on drugs,
never cursed the church, and never run
away from home. Following graduation
from high school, I entered Bible college
and then the ministry.
I understand why no one ever asks for
my testimony. It's boring! Yet I think
every parent would prefer that life-style
for their children rather than one scarred
by years of living in "the far country."
Harry Emerson Fosdick has suggested
that there is something better than bringing back the prodigal son from the far
country—that is keeping him home in
the first place, helping him maintain a
right relationship with his father.
I would never minimize the importance of dramatic conversions or rescue
evangelism. It does seems wise, however, to emphasize that the gospel is
needed by everyone, those in the depth
of despair and those riding the crest of
life. Let us raise the standard of preventive Christianity in the name of him who
is able to keep us from falling. For an
ounce of wholesome, healthy-minded
Christian prevention is worth a pound
of religious cure.
•
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On June 6, 1982, over 80,000 people gathered in the Rose Bowl in Pasadena,
California, for Peace Sunday, an inter-religious peace rally to protest the nuclear
arms race. One of the speakers was Dr. Ronald J. Sider.
In providing the Visitor with a copy of his prepared text, he noted, "As you can see,
I saw the occasion as an evangelistic opportunity as well as an occasion to say 'no' to
the arms race. Therefore I placed the good news of the cross and resurrection at the
center of my remarks. My hope and prayer is that non- Christians would see that the
only really secure foundation for peace is Christian faith."
I am honored to be here as President
of Evangelicals for Social Action, a
national movement of evangelical Christians committed to stopping the nuclear
arms race.
I am also honored to be here as an
evangelical Christian. Now we all know
that some very visible, very vocal evangelical leaders support President Reagan's massive military buildup. But among evangelical Christians, they do
not represent a majority. Most evangelical Christians want the arms race
stopped. Most evangelical Christians
are proud of Billy Graham's courageous
peace pilgrimage to Moscow in spite of
vigorous opposition from the U.S. State
Department. More and more evangelical Christians are coming to the conclusion that nuclear war could never be
justified. In fact, President Reagan's
pastor, the Rev. Donn Moomaw of Bel
Air Presbyterian Church, a well known
evangelical, said in a recent sermon,
"Because nuclear weapons are so destructive, so devastating, so final... they
are morally indefensible. I must be a
The chairman of the Brethren in Christ
Commission on Peace and Social Concerns,
Ronald J. Sider teaches theology at Eastern
Baptist Theological Seminary. Used by permission of the author, this article also appears in Preaching for Peace, edited by Dr.
Sider and Darrel Brubaker (Fortress Press

1982).
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nuclear pacifist."
I am honored to be here finally as a
citizen of our diverse, pluralistic society.
We come together today as Baptists and
Buddhists, Catholics and charismatics,
Jews and Jesuits, humanists and Hindus, Muslims and Methodists, to say no
to nuclear madness. Each of us has our
own way of explaining why our deepest
beliefs compel us to oppose the arms
race. Because we all respect each other's
different traditions we need to share
with each other the diverse bases of our
common concern for peace. Briefly then,
permit me to share why I as an evangelical Christian believe that continuing
with the nuclear arms race would be one
of the most immoral decisions in history.
Not an accident

Christians believe that the good earth,
all life, and you and I are the creation of
a personal, loving God. I do not believe
that persons and nature have resulted
from the accidental combination of subatomic matter in a blind materialistic
process. If that were true, persons would
merely be complex machines and ethical
values—even about p e a c e m a k i n g would be totally subjective products of
blind chance. Certainly the Creator used
a gloriously complex evolutionary process stretching over vast geological ages
to create the world. But it was not an
accident.

The almighty Creator is an infinite
person who wants to be in free, loving
relationship with finite persons. So the
Creator molded you and me in the
divine image. That is why I believe that
every person is of infinite value. The
worth of individuals does not depend on
their productivity or usefulness to society. Every person is created in God's
image for personal relationship with the
Lord of the universe. That is why it is
wrong for communist totalitarians to
sacrifice millions of people for the alleged benefit of the state. That is why it is
wrong for American and Russian militarists to build megaton weapons that
will destroy people by the hundreds of
millions.
Not just persons but the earth itself
also comes from the Creator's loving
hand. As I worked on my book Nuclear
Holocaust and Christian Hope, my love
for the gorgeous beauty of the earth
grew deeper and deeper. As I faced the
stark reality that human madness might
very well destroy our little planet in my
lifetime, I fell more deeply in love with
the soft gentle breezes, the majestic redwoods, and the purple sunset. Christians believe the earth is a ring from the
beloved to be cherished and preserved,
not an accidental commodity to be
exploited and destroyed. To continue
down the path that makes nuclear destruction ever more likely reflects not
merely callous contempt for future generations; it also demonstrates a blasphemous affront to the Creator of this
gorgeous, fragile planet.
The Creator intended persons to live
together in harmonious human society
shaping cultures and civilizations of
beauty, justice, and peace. But human
history is a tragic mixture of good and
evil. So often human greed, national
Evangelical
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From personal experience, I know that the risen Jesus
lives in me. I know that he calls me to oppose
nuclear madness—because creation is a divine gift, because
every human life is sacred, because God loves his
enemies and calls me to love my enemies. I cannot
do that in my own strength. But I don't have to,
because Christ lives in me.

pride and sheer selfishness have led to
ghastly conflict. Choosing to deny that
we are made for obedient relationship
with God, choosing to love ourselves
more than our neighbor, we have created
an upward spiral of violence. Clubs gave
way to cannons; firebombs to 20 megaton nuclear warheads. Today we stand
trembling at the precipice, peering fearfully into the nuclear abyss.
But still, my friends, I have hope. I
believe that it is possible to obtain
nuclear disarmament in the next 25
years. But the basis of my hope is not
primarily the growing anti-nuclear movement, although I am deeply involved in
and highly grateful for that movement.
The basis of my hope is God.
Christian faith reminds me that God
has taken the initiative to correct all that
is evil and unjust in the world. Christians
believe that the Creator of the galaxies
actually took on human flesh and walked
the dusty paths of Palestine as a humble
teacher. He taught that we should be
peacemakers and love our enemies. He
cared for the poor and the weak, the sick
and the social outcasts, whom the powerful always ignore. And he said that
God loves even the people who have
messed up their lives the worst, even
those who had fallen into the grossest
selfishness and sin. And then he took
one incredible additional step. He said
he was going to die for precisely those
kinds of people.
Now his radical acceptance of those
who had harmed themselves, their families, and their neighbors was not based
on some kind of cheap indulgence. In
fact he said that harming other people is
not just an awful offense against the
neighbor. It is also a terrible affront
against the Creator who created neighbors in the divine image. Therefore
January,
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oppressors and sinners are God's enemies because they disrupt the harmony
of God's good creation. But Jesus said
God loves his sinful enemies so much
that he would die for them.
As God in the flesh, Jesus Christ said
he would take all the evil of his sinful
enemies upon himself. Because he loved
them, he would take on himself the punishment they deserved for their violence,
oppression, and sin. At the cross God
himself suffered the agony of Roman
crucifixion for sinful enemies. That is
the foundation of Jesus' call to love our
enemies. It is because Jesus knew that
the Creator of the galaxies loves his
enemies enough to suffer incredible
agony for them that he taught that his
followers should also love their enemies.
But isn't that just Utopian drivel?
Don't we live in a violent vicious world
where loving enemies does not work?
Didn't Jesus' life end in failure at the
cross?
O n the third day, alive

Now failure would be the proper conclusion, except for one thing. Jesus, you
see, did not stay dead. On the third day,
he was alive again. On Easter morning
the tomb was empty. By raising Jesus
from the dead, God proved that Jesus'
way of loving enemies was not naive
utopianism, but God's way to peace. By
raising Jesus from the dead, God proved
that Jesus was correct in teaching that
God was busy restoring the broken
beauty of human society.
It is because I know that the Peacemaker from Nazareth rose from the
dead that I have hope today. It is
because I know that the Teacher of
peace was God in the flesh that I dare to
commit my life to the long, costly struggle for nuclear disarmament.

But I don't say that easily. I don't for a
minute suppose that I can persist in the
long 25-year struggle against nuclear
holocaust in my own strength. Let's not
kid ourselves. Nuclear disarmament will
not happen in a year or two or three,
even if—please God—we can elect a
president in '84 committed to nuclear
disarmament rather than nationalistic
superiority. If nuclear disarmament
comes at all, if we succeed in avoiding
nuclear holocaust, it will happen only
after long exhausting decades of costly
struggle.
Why do / h o p e to be able to walk that
long weary road? Christians believe that
the risen Lord Jesus now lives in those
who open their lives to him. St. Paul
said, "It is no longer I who live but
Christ who lives in me." From personal
experience, I know that the risen Jesus
lives in me. I know that he calls me to
oppose nuclear madness—because creation is a divine gift to be treasured,
because every human life is sacred,
because God loves his enemies and calls
on me to love my enemies. I cannot do
that in my own strength. But I don't
have to, because Christ lives in me.
My friends, the task before us is awesome. The next two decades are the
most dangerous in human history. But
we can succeed. We can, I believe, rid
the world of the monstrous evil of
nuclear weapons. The Creator of the
galaxies is on the side of peace. In realistic political terms, nuclear disarmament
looks extremely difficult. But it is not
impossible, for with God all things are
possible. Let's join him to make the
planet safe for your children and mine.

[
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May 25-28,1983 meeting

Evangelicals to gather,
dialogue on peacemaking
A broadly-based evangelical conference on "The Church and Peacemaking
in the Nuclear Age" will be held May
25-28 in Pasadena, Calif. Panel discussions and workshops will be interspersed
with periods of worship and Bible study.
Speakers being proposed for the evening sessions range from a representative of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to a
Christian peace activist.
"This conference," according to Dr.
John Bernbaum of the Christian College Coalition, one of the sponsoring

Evangelical Press Association

groups, "is designed to bring together
Christians committed to the Lordship of
Jesus Christ, the authority of the Bible,
and to living a life of obedient discipleship. It will provide a forum of leading
evangelical voices representing different
Christian traditions in an effort to create
a dialogue on how we can respond to the
biblical call to be peacemakers."
Other organizations joining to convene the conference include Eternity
magazine, Evangelicals for Social Action, Fuller Theological Seminary, New

Call to Peacemaking, and Sojourners
magazine.
A number of well-known evangelical
leaders are serving on the conference's
planning committee which includes, among others: Ted Engstrom, chairman
(World Vision); William Pannell, vicechairman (Youth for Christ); Robert
Dugan and Rufus Jones (National Association of Evangelicals); John Perkins
(Voice of Calvary Ministries); William
Peterson (Eternity); and Ronald J. Sider
(Evangelicals for Social Action).
A spokesman for the planning committee outlined some of the intended
goals. "This national conference will
equip the evangelical church for the
ministry of peacemaking in the nuclear
age. It will educate Christians by bringing into focus both biblical mandates
and political realities. Christians will be
challenged to act in response to their
discernment of God's will for peace and
justice."

Analysis

Broad range of churches join in
campaign against nuclear war
WASHINGTON (EP)-Speaking from both the pulpit
and the pew, thousands of Americans from nearly every
major religious denomination are joining an unusual moral
crusade against nuclear war. The latest activity is in
Washington where 285 American Catholic bishops ended
debate on a controversial pastoral letter condemning
nuclear warfare.
At the White House, that's seen as a challenge to President Reagan's policies of beefing up the military, especially
coming from a group as traditionally conservative as the
Catholics and as numerous; Catholics are the nation's largest religious group with more than 50 million members.
What sounds so simple—asking for a freeze on nuclear
weapons—is attracting support from such groups as Southern Baptists and Quakers, with little controversy. "It's simple but it's not simplistic," says Dwain Epps of the National
Council of Churches. "It has an equally balanced appeal
and it touches the nerves of the people concerned."
Robin Lovin of the University of Chicago Divinity
School says the movement differs from the civil rights and
the anti-Vietnam War movements of the 1960s, which
divided congregations. "What has surprised me is the depth
of lay support for it," Lovin says.
Already stung by nuclear freeze resolutions passing in
eight of nine states November 2, the White House is resisting the church movement. President Reagan has charged
that communists are supporting the nuclear freeze movement. Navy Secretary John Lehman recently argued the
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moral side of an arms buildup in The Wall Street Journal,
and national security adviser William Clark sent a letter to
the bishops defending defense strategy.
What the White House sees as a hostile political movement, the church sees as a moral issue—and that may be the
reason for its success. Every major denomination has
passed some kind of disarmament statement, says Epps.
Some churches ask for a freeze on building more nuclear
weapons, some seek specific reductions in arms, some want
immediate disarmament negotiations, and some ask for all
three.
The general assembly of the United Presbyterian Church
didn't stop at approving a pro-freeze resolution last year. It
took the highly unusual step of asking each congregation to
vote on the freeze.
November 17, 350 American Baptists gathered in Washington for a three-day "peace conference" with time set aside
for lobbying their congressmen. They represent the 1.6million-member, Northern-based American Baptist Churches.
But even the larger and more conservative Southern
Baptist Convention (13.6 million members) passed a disarmament resolution this past June.
At the Deer Park Baptist Church in Louisville, the Rev.
Carmen Sharp publishes the Baptist Peacemaker. Sharp
concedes the Southern Baptists don't have a liberal image.
"Baptists go pretty well by the Bible," says Sharp. "It's just
an emerging idea that this madness has to stop and the
people have to do it. The politicians aren't going to do it."
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Facing Nuclear War
by Donald B. Kraybill
Herald Press, 1982
Reviewed by Bishop Don Shafer

Recently, while I was sitting with a
group of men, one of them said that
people who believe in peace as a way of
solving world conflict are unrealistic.
Someone else countered, saying it is
quite unrealistic to think we could survive a nuclear war. Actually, when confronted with the facts, it is really a big
joke to think that major population centers will even have a chance.
Donald Kraybill, in Facing Nuclear
War, carefully and with excellent documentation spells out the realism of a
potential nuclear war. And that is no
joke. It will take some discipline to read
this book, but every discerning Christian ought to take the time to digest it.
With no attempt to over-dramatize, the
author does give a biblical perspective.
For me, the book brought a better,

more balanced view on what has happened and is happening in our world as
compared to current media and political
presentations. And even the media is
beginning to raise questions. As a matter of fact, just last night (August 31) a
program on television attempted to
show a possible evacuation of the Los
Angeles area. A doctor and a scientist
both refuted a local civil defense official,
stating that it was totally unrealistic to
assume any such plan of evacuation.
Facing Nuclear War will cause you to
think, and probably re-evaluate your
thoughts about the future. It will also
give a better perspective on why countries are in the so-called "arms race,"
which has become a nightmare. It can
give you a sense of "fair play" among the
nations if you will be open enough to
consider that our own nation (you and
me) could be causing most of the "race."
Like any book, I am sure that some

will feel it is either too conservative or
too liberal. But everyone can learn much
from this open and factual information
on possible nuclear war and our present
situation. It may be dated (1982), but
unless someone faces the current issues
in books like this, we may all suffer
because of the lack of such information.
It would make a very good resource
book for discussions in homes and
churches.
Hopefully, Facing Nuclear War will
motivate some of us to be more concerned. It has raised my sense of concern
and urgency. The author gives practical
suggestions on how we can all be involved and at different levels, yet respect
each other. The point of the book is that
if we don't do something, we may all
suffer from an unnecessary, horrendous
destruction of human life and God's
creation. We should be better Christians
and more active in God's Kingdom as a
result of reading this book, well documented and written by a concerned
brother in the Christian church.
Don Shafer is bishop of the Midwest and
Pacific Regional Conferences. Facing Nuclear War is available at your Christian Light
Bookstore, or send $8.95 (U.S.) to CLB. Box
189, Nappanee, IN 46550.

A-bomb survivor recounts story
"Hiroshima and Nagasaki were just baby bombs,"
warned a Japanese atomic-bomb survivor. "But if nuclear
war starts, that means the end of the world—no survivors."
Kiyoshi Tanimoto pleaded with visitors and members at
Oakhurst Baptist Church to put an end to nuclear weapons
proliferation or risk the annihilation of all life on earth.
Tanimoto, retired pastor of Nagarekawa United Church of
Christ (Methodist) of Hiroshima, Japan, recounted his
experiences of the Aug. 6, 1945, bomb blast which leveled
his home and killed an estimated 250,000 people. On his
seventh peace trip to the United States, Tanimoto returned
to his alma mater, Atlanta's Emory University, to participate in a series of campus emphasis on the prevention of
nuclear war.
Oakhurst Baptist Church member Roger Sundy, who
coordinated the elderly pastor's Atlanta visit, explained,
"We believe nuclear weapons and their use are matters
bearing directly on our Christian faith. It is not a question of
strategy but a question of who we are. We say we are
followers of the Prince of Peace, so how can we fail to bear
witness at a time like this?"
Tanimoto recalled standing on the western edge„of Hiroshima, about two miles from the center of the explosion. "I
saw a flash of light, more brilliant than sunshine, and I felt
danger," he said. The next thing he remembers was the
"entire city in flames." Believing the city had undergone a
massive air raid, Tanimoto worked his way toward the
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downtown area passing long lines of people, most of them
naked and burned, filing toward the suburbs.
Because most medical supplies and personnel were lost to
the blast, burn victims received little treatment and suffered
"tremendous pain that endured until death," he said. He
noted doctors did not know about radiation and could not
treat radiation sickness. The memory of Hiroshima stands
as a reminder of what could happen to the world should a
nuclear war erupt, said Tanimoto. He called for nuclear
disarmament "for the sake of the entire (world) community," referring to an inscription on a war memorial in Hiroshima Peace Park: "Rest in peace for we shall not repeat this
sin."
Mel Williams, pastor of Oakhurst Baptist Church, said
peace had become a "major priority of the church's ministry. This is a way of saying we oppose nuclear war and
armaments, not to save our skins, but because Jesus is Lord.
It is an act of faith. To say Jesus is Lord is to say we want the
kind of world Jesus died to bring about."
Williams commented that "if the church stops blessing
the war machine (the government) will have great difficulty
continuing" the arms race. "We are called to raise our voice,
not for destruction, but for peace," he added. Tanimoto
encouraged the congregation to pursue disarmament efforts
and challenged them to make a survivor's prayer come true:
"No more Hiroshimas again, anywhere on this earth,
forever." —Evangelical Press Association
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by N. Gerald Shenk

Alert beyond his young years, our
friend Joel was troubled with a question
he needed to check out with his parents.
On the way home from the farewell service for my wife and me, headed for
several years of study and work in
Yugoslavia, Joel asked, "But aren't there
communists there?"
In a modern child's fantasy, have the
communists replaced trolls and goblins
of yore who used to get you if you misbehaved? If so, then to Joel and other
children the congregation was unwittingly packing off two emissaries to a
land of Halloween-come-alive.
More likely, while hovering about the
small-town barbershop which his father
operated, Joel had overheard conversations among the customers. From them
he learned that blame for everything
from long hair to pornography and
inflation is to be laid at the feet of conspiratorial communists.
From his own church library Joel
may have read religious fiction in which
revolutions make refugees. These were
14

commemorated as another chapter in
the lengthy tradition of harried departures in search of religious freedom.
But if Joel's consciousness of communism was being formed by the culture around him, the most powerful
association with the idea communist
probably comes from the threat of
nuclear holocaust. At Joel's age, my
own fears were focused by the Cuban
missile confrontation and the Bay of
Pigs. As best I could tell then, the world
was about to be blown away, because
they were misbehaving.
What is a child to do with the weight
of these horrors on his shoulders? Too
young then to evaluate facts for myself, I
was nevertheless gripped by the lurid
alarms which insistently urged the populace to make the world free by winning
the arms race.
The statistics came and went. Every
month another retired general was commissioned to cobble up a fresh set of
figures and prove that the strategic
situation was much worse than last

month. You know how to read those
dramatic little diagrams at a glance. But
do you remember how they look to the
young reader?
My preteen imagination had me pausing from my work in secret panic to
strain for glimpses of red stars on the
jet fighters every time they terrorized the
Pennsylvania skies in formation during
war games over the potato fields. Their
planes or ours? No matter to whom they
belonged, it was enough to make a kid
shiver on the hottest day in August!
Even today the child in me tunes in
those notes of insecurity. I still want to
shriek when those jets play death overhead. But I have learned that insecurity
is what builds and fuels them, on both
sides of conflict. And once the bombs
and bullets are actually used, it's too late
to discover their idealogical commitments.
The magazines and news programs
available in our homes have a different
impact on children than they do on
adults. Young readers are not naturally
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equipped with those adult filters which
help detect manipulation and resist propaganda. The youngster's heart strings
are plucked readily enough when "life as
we know it" and "the very survival of the
American way of life" seem to be at
stake. But he or she does not know that
those authoritative articles are written
by experts who depend (just like their
budgets) on the climate of fear and hostility they engender. Their primary target
is not children. They write for taxpayers
and voters, since these must bear the
burden of new and more expensive
weapons systems.
But one can do more for children
than just to fit them with adult filters to
screen out propaganda with a healthy
measure of skepticism. By far my own
most effective resources against fear and
insecurity were provided for by my family and faith community, where a really
different picture of the world was being
subtly cultivated along with the potatoes. There some vital perspectives were
bent hard against the prevailing winds
of popular opinion. I believe now this is
counterculture at its best.
Within such a framework, there's
much that can be done to help children
face apparent threats from communists,
from others. Here are some ideas I
believe they can grasp as these are
taught to them:
1. Peoplehood is too precious to be
split on national or racial lines.
The foundational reality here is fellowship in Christ, the one people of
God. Are the Russians coming? This
unspoken terror lost most of its sway for
me that memorable day when they
really came, right into the heart of our
quiet community. A delegation of Russian Christians spoke in our churches
under the auspices of the Mennonite
Central Committee. That dramatic
demonstration of Christian fellowship
across the political and national chasms
etched itself on my young mind.
Already then the we-they split began
to shift. I had to draw it a different way,
even before I had heard of nationalism.
2. Security is too crucial to be entrusted to the merchants of fear and weapons.
Neither the home nor the faith community can ultimately be protected by
relying on might. The interests which
drive the engines of war and geopolitics
are economic, imperial, and demonic in
any sober biblical analysis. When the
Caesars frost up a new cold war, stir up
bitter nationalist hatred, and launch
their destructive might from one side of
the planet to the other, we derive no
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comfort and no security whatsoever
from this.
They will most certainly continue to
build their planes, missiles, and bombs
on both sides. All such efforts are the
same for us: useless. Our purposes in the
international fellowship of the body of
the risen Lord must be different, must be
directed to life, must give testimony to
the peace which was made for us already
on the cross. Here a defense industry has
no business at all.
3. Communism is too good to be left
to the atheists.
The ideals of a just social order, cooperative work, and a fair distribution of
essential goods and services were not
invented in the reading room of the British Museum in nineteenth-century London by a bushy-bearded German exile
named Karl Marx. But history must
credit him with prophetically resurrecting those ideals from the Judeo-Christian tradition and greatly disturbing the
whole of decadent Christendom with
them.
What's more, were the communitarian values of our own tradition written
large enough to pertain to a whole
society, they would have much in common with these same goals. Though we
differ from the Marxists on how to
overcome the real and systematic injustices of our world, we must not abandon
the field to them. Retiring to sanctuaries
of inner piety would betray our own
biblical mandates for peace and justice.
4. Communist countries are too varied to blame them allfor the superpower
conflict.
This is admittedly of lesser import,
but the brush with catastrophe at the
Three Mile Island nuclear facility made
it clear to me that those potato fields of
my childhood in Pennsylvania are far
more vulnerable to our local power
company than to attack from Yugoslavia, for example. This country, in fact,
has a heritage of more than 1200 years of
straddling the ancient tensions between
East and West. Today its foreign policy
is directed to the politics of nonalignment.
This means that with more than one
hundred other nations Yugoslavia seeks
reduced tensions, disarmament, and a
more just economic order in international relations. Little boys in Pennsylvania need not fear this. But it would be
helpful if their parents could introduce
them to these truly international concerns and efforts.
There are then some practical guidelines for relating with your children to

this source of anxiety.
Be in touch with the development of
your child's thinking about the world.
Be able to speak openly and realistically
about the problems which face humankind. To belittle or deny them isn't helpful. Be wary of the simplistic formulas
which substitute for serious explanation
of international conflicts. Neither the
blame nor the solutions can be onesided.
Be jealous of the sources of information which come regularly into your
home. Subscribe to at least one magazine which provides alternative awareness of world events. How does a certain
development affect little nations, the
poor, the starving? What are Christians
in other parts of the world trying to tell
North Americans?
Followers of Jesus are urged to pray
for all—for kings and all who are in high
places (1 Tim. 2). Yet when the Caesars
lead their people into conflict with each
other, as is their habit, those crusades do
not belong to the Jesus way. Especially
then you must be teaching your children
to pray soberly about those who endanger so many. Pray together about the
fear this strikes into both big and little
people. Do not forget that these events
are the consequences of actual people
who make real decisions.
Build personal and congregational
ties with believers who have chosen to
live out their Christian commitments in
a socialist context. If you make pilgrimages to the memory spots of faith history
in Western Europe, do not hesitate to
visit the socialist part of the continent as
well. Faith history continues to be written here, in conditions no less complex
than those of the irretrievable sixteenthcentury Reformation. Short tours cannot remold the perspectives formed by
years of mass media, but you can convince yourself that a normal life is available, and that believers face the same
range of essential decisions as you do.
Yes, Joel, I can assure you there are
communists in Yugoslavia. I'm glad you
know that much about the world you
live in. But be sure to know that Christians live here too, and they out-number
any other group in the country. Their
task, like yours when you grow up, is to
make a positive contribution to overcoming the hate and mistrust which
separate people from each other—and
ultimately from God.
•
Gerald Shenk is serving in Yugoslavia
with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions.
This article first appeared in Christian
Living.
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elebrate
by Alice Dourte

Is there anything to celebrate at the
beginning of 1983? At its December 2-4
meeting, the Board for Missions discovered there are many reasons for genuine
celebration of what God is doing right
now through Brethren in Christ Missions and churches. Here are some
highlights:
Committed workers

The Board for Missions has approved
assignment and reassignment of thirtyeight persons for missions service in
North America and overseas in 1983
and 1984. Brethren in Christ Missions is
privileged to have the involvement and
support of these and many other dedicated people. Recently returned from a
trip to Africa and Asia, Overseas Secretary Roy Sider states, "Our present missionary family is characterized by believers who are alert, informed and committed to the point of substantive sacrifice."
The sacrifice of assigned missionaries
takes various forms, including efforts to
relate across cultural barriers, servanthood in working with national Chris-

tians, and acceptance of minimal financial support.
God continues to use missionaries.
One example is Marshall and Eleanor
Poe in Nicaragua. The Poes' experience
in cross-cultural service and Marshall's
teaching gifts in leadership training are
benefitting the fast-growing Nicaraguan
church. In other places God is using
committed workers to plant new churches. Gordon and Susie Gilmore in Caracas and Dave and Patti Miller in Quebec
experience the continuing frustration
and excitement of developing contacts
in their communities—all with the goal
of nurturing Bible studies into churches.
Not everyone committed to the missions outreach of the church is overseas
or at mission points in North America.
The record-breaking offering at Roxbury Holiness Camp in August 1982
and numerous outstanding congregational missions offerings during the year
illustrate missions support at home. The
volunteers in the missions office, the
pastors and missions committees who
plan missions emphases, and the people

• H

who pray regularly for missions concerns demonstrate a significant level of
commitment and involvement in missions.
Maturing churches

Another cause for celebration is the
evidence of maturity and growth in
national churches.
• With the leadership of Bishop Stephen Ndlovu, the Brethren in Christ
Church in Zimbabwe reports its greatest
growth ever. Urban church planting
programs are progressing. A new church
building is nearing completion in the
Phumula area of Bulawayo. The Lobengula congregation now fully supports its
own pastor and five urban congregations are beginning to support their pastors in 1983.
• Led by Bishop William Silungwe,
the church in Zambia is taking increased
responsibility for a variety of positions.
The Copperbelt church-planting ministry is bearing fruit: services and visitation are being conducted in two towns
and Bible studies are meeting in several
others.
• The number of ordained ministers
in the India church doubled in 1982
when five men took their vows. The witness of the church is spilling beyond
North Bihar into Assam, West Bengal,
Orissa and Nepal. There are many accounts of healings and other miracles as
the church engages in evangelism.
• In Japan the church is gaining a
sense of identity and purpose. Through
the Pioneer Evangelism Committee, the
Brethren in Christ in Japan are supervising new church-planting projects in
Fuchu (Tokyo), Nagoya, and Shimonoseki (Yamaguchi Ken).

The Lobengula church in Zimbabwe
was dedicated in 1978. Today the congregation supports its pastor full time.
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• The Nicaraguan church continues
to grow rapidly, spreading into new
areas. Nearly all the pastors are participating regularly in leadership training
courses. In 1983 the church assumes full
support for Executive Minister Enrique
Palacios.
New opportunities

A third cause for celebration is the
new and expanded opportunities for
outreach unfolding for the Brethren in
Christ.
• In London the Brethren in Christ
International Fellowship (UK), led by
Elias and Fadzai Moyo, is thriving and
growing. Now there is the possibility of
a new urban church-planting ministry in
London in consultation with church
planter Rev. Roger Forster.
• In spite of organized opposition,
Promod Roul has been pioneering a
new church-planting work in a largely
unevangelized area of India's Orissa
state. Now more positive signs for the
ministry are emerging: several villages in
close proximity are responding to the
gospel and Promod has been joined by a
dependable coworker and advisor.
• For thirty-five years the Brethren in
Christ have worked among the Navajo
people in New Mexico. Camp churches
are developing in the area surrounding
the Brethren in Christ Mission. Presently there is opportunity for expanded
ministry in two communities forming in
the greater Farmington, New Mexico,
area.
• Our witness in South America is
still young, but a second couple, Tim
and Martha Giles, are preparing to join
the Gilmores in Caracas in February
1983. The Gileses will be investigating
opportunities for ministry among the
poor living in mountainside ranchos.
Investigation is also continuing regarding Brethren in Christ work in Venezuela's neighbor, Colombia.
• Since August 1982 the Brethren in
Christ are supporting an Hispanic
church planter, Fernando Negrete, working in Southern California. The response
to this dynamic new ministry is positive.
New opportunities are opening for a
second church planter with cross-cultural
skills to work with the Hispanic population near existing Southern California
Brethren in Christ churches.
Church planting at home

Nagoya is one of three new church-planting ventures supervised by the Japan
church. John and Lucille Graybill live in this house, which also serves as a meeting
place for the newly-begun church in Nagoya—a city in the highly industrialized
Kansei region of Japan.

joyfully approved the transfer of seven
congregations from "mission and extension" churches to full conference status:
—Cumberland Valley and West Shore
congregations in Pennsylvania; —Amherst, Ohio; Beulah Chapel, Kentucky;
—Wichita, Kansas; and —Moreno Community and Open Bible Community in
California.
Four regional conferences anticipate
launching extension church projects in
1983:
Allegheny Conference—Frederick
County, MD;
Atlantic Conference—Atlanta, GA;
Canadian Conference—Good News
C o m m u n i t y C h u r c h , Burlington,
Ontario;

Central Conference—Tennessee (exact location to be determined).
Reasons for celebration abound. Executive Secretary Don Zook reminds the
Board for Missions and the larger
church that "celebration does not mean
cessation of activity. Indeed, there are
situations confronting us which seem
impossible when measured by known
resources. But problems are situations
arranged by God to help us realize our
deficiencies, so we become willing to
appropriate His sufficiency. Every problem is a new opportunity to trust the
Lord and to allow Him to step in to
reveal His glory."
A lice Dourte is missions page editor of the
Visitor.

Marshall and Eleanor Poe are part of
the Brethren in
Christ Missions team.
Shown here with children Keith, Karen
and Krista, the Poes
are providing leadership training resources for the Nicaraguan church.

A fourth cause for celebration is the
growth and outreach of the church in
North America. The Board for Missions
January, 1983
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Don Zook, executive secretary, and Marian Musser, board
member, concentrate on the discussion at the recent Board for
Missions meeting, hosted by the Manheim, Pa., congregation.

Glenn Hoffman, secretary (left), and Roger Sider, chairman
(center), listen as assistant chairman Lynn Thrush describes
his recent visit to Costa Rica, Nicaragua and Venezuela.

1982 Missions Budget
Contingency Plan
Members of the Board for Missions,
in their Dec. 2-4 meeting, wrestled a
long time over the current status of the
missions budget and the report of 1982
receipts to date.
Faced with the real possibility that
1982 receipts may be substantially below
the approved program budget, the
Board examined the implications of
such a shortage of funds. The following
actions were taken.
If the shortfall is $200,000 or less,
then capital expenditures in the 1982
budget will be reviewed. Specific projects for which direct contributions have
not been received will be reduced so that
no deficit for 1982 will be carried over to
1983. This will result in the permanent
elimination of approved 1982 capital
budget items relating to ministry in the
following locations: Zambia, Zimbabwe,
India, Japan, Cuba, Venezuela, Nicaragua and Quebec.
This action is possible because the
Board for Missions previously decided
that no budgeted capital expenditures
should be made until funds were received—either through direct contributions
or through funding of the total budget.
If the shortfall exceeds 5200,000, then
all 1982 capital budget items for which
direct contributions have not been received shall be permanently eliminated. In
addition, the following action will be
taken to recover the resulting 1982
operational deficit (because 1982 approv18

ed budget operational items have been
expended during the year):
1. 1983 budget expenditures will be
reduced by the amount of the 1982
operational deficit. Thus, the full a mount of the 1982 deficit will be included in the 1983 budgets approved by
General Conference.
2. Compute the reductions in the following 1983 operational items which
will be necessary to recover the 1982
operational deficit:
—Reduction in Executive Secretary's
salary by a certain percentage
—Reduction in salary of missions
administrators by a smaller percentage
—Reduction in missions office salaries and missionaries on salary by a
percentage smaller than the first two
items
—Reduction in subsidies to missions
and extension churches and to overseas churches by a certain percentage
—Reduction in missions office expenses by a certain percentage
—Reduction in overseas ministry
accounts
—All new programs shall be curtailed
—No new missionaries or returning
missionaries shall go to their assigned
fields unless at least 90% of their support comes from grants
—Curtailment of all educational subsidies except those on agreements
with national churches

—Elimination of all special projects
—Elimination of all overseas travel
except that of the Secretary of Overseas Ministries and those fully funded from outside sources
—Reduce subsidy for the 1984 International Meeting
—Elimination of subsidy for all urban
ministries
3. Place a temporary "hold" on the
expenditures in Item 2 above.
4. Request the Commission on Stewardship and Finance to approve a 60day special funds solicitation to make
up the 1982 operational deficit.
5. If the special funds solicitation results in enough funds to cover the 1982
operational deficit, the "hold" on expenditures in Item 2 above shall be lifted
and 1983 approved operational program
items shall be disbursed. This means the
real effect of the 1982 operational deficit
will impact the 1983 capital budget
items (see Item 1 above).
6. If the special funds solicitation
does not cover the full amount of the
1982 operational deficit, enough permanent cuts in operational items (see
Item 2 above) will be made to provide
for the remaining 1982 deficit.
While realizing that such action could
change the complexion of our mission
program projections both now and in
the future, the Board for Missions is
committed to this course of action pending approval by the Commission on
Stewardship and Finance.
Evangelical
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Excerpts from the Home Ministries agenda of the Board for Missions

My dream for
General Conference
by Arlene B. Miller
A fellowship of many ethnic groups

The Lord has been moving among the
Brethren in Christ in North America.
He brought our forefathers from Europe, Africa, Asia, and Latin America
to live together on this continent. We are
privileged to belong to a fellowship of
believers which includes Native Americans, American Blacks, West Indians,
French Quebecois, and Hispanic Americans. The potential exists for us to
experience God's image reflected in multiple cultural groups within our denomination. The new awakening among the
Navajo people, the beginning of an Hispanic church, the planting of a church
among the French Quebecois, and the
vigorous expression of church life in
New York City churches are cause for
hope. It is possible for the Brethren in
Christ in North America to become a
fellowship characterized by mutual respect and acceptance and in which one
cultural group does not dominate. We
will learn from the perspective and wisdom of each culture without needing to
deny our own unique heritage.
Multiple ethnic congregations

We must work toward a long-range
goal of multiple congregations among
each ethnic group, so they can relate
both to each other and with the larger
church in greater numbers. Presently,
with the notable exception of Pilgrim
Chapel (Brooklyn), few ethnic minority
persons relate to the Brethren in Christ
Church beyond their local congregation. Cultural and social reasons are
part of the explanation for this. Also,
minority persons are often wrestling
with some issues which are not part of
our agendas. With more than one congregation, the leaders in ethnic churches
could relate to each other for mutual
support and deal with common concerns. Out of such strength would

Arlene Miller is secretary of home ministries for Brethren in Christ Missions.
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emerge a truly unique cultural expression of Brethren in Christ life and
thought.
An opportunity to learn from each
other

Relating with ethnic people requires
more than good intentions on our part.
Our experiences relating cross-culturally
in Chicago, Detroit, New York City,
and San Francisco can be valuable lessons for us. Listening with respect to the
concerns of ethnic people and sharing
our lives with them will change us. We
can anticipate that our structures, power,
and methods will be criticized. The
experience of learning from each other
will help us to develop structures and
methods that free one another. We will
learn that sharing power does not diminish us.
Developing ethnic leadership

Ethnic churches need their own pastors, teachers, and administrators. Leaders or potential leaders are present in
every community. Recognizing, discipling, and enabling these leaders is the
heart of cross-cultural church building.
Our cross-cultural church planters will

need to focus on the development of
people rather than running good programs. Providing for training and supervised experiences for these new leaders
will take time and effort, but will set
them free to lead more effectively. Workshops in the community of the ethnic
churches, Theological Education by Extension, and evening adult Bible schools
are methods we will need to undertake.
If and when the need for scholarships
for ethnic pastors and administrators
arises, we must be prepared to respond
with funds.
United in diversity

Ultimately, the Kingdom is populated by women and men from the East,
West, North, and South. The Brethren
in Christ Church, as a close-knit fellowship within this present but coming
Kingdom, will have membership from
the East, West, North and, South as
well. Our structures will need to stretch
and bend to reflect this unity in diversity.
Will the biennial General Conference
become the unifying institution where
the Brethren in Christ in North America
celebrate their diversity in united worship of our God? Speakers from every
ethnic group, with music and drama
reflecting our unique perspectives, would
inspire us. In workshops and seminars
there would be opportunity to dialogue
concerning the issues of Christian living
which confront us within our communities. For example, mothers from Brooklyn could share with Navajo women
about the problems they face. Sharing at
this level would bring understanding
between diverse peoples and be the seeds
of peace within our fragmented society.
We might anticipate new conferences
within the General Conference or subconferences within a regional conference. Some ethnic churches might find it
best to relate through the International
Fellowship of Brethren in Christ
Churches.
Getting from here to there

Ernestine Chavez and Annabelle Yazzie at 1980 General Conference: "We will
learn from the perspective and wisdom
of each culture."

Where there is no vision the people
perish! If this vision for vigorous Navajo, Black, Hispanic and French Churches has been planted by the Lord of the
Harvest, then surely it is one way he will
keep us from perishing. Bringing our
visions into reality requires our best
efforts, our most gifted people, and the
blessing of the Lord. As we commit ourselves to the Lord of the Church, he will
teach us by his creative Spirit, multiply
our gifts, and bring renewal to us
through these new sisters and brothers.
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Timber Bay—

A home away from home
by Cheryl Bert

"Timber Bay Children's Home" is a
new name to everyone. But the home,
formerly known as Montreal Lake Children's Home, is still located in northern
Saskatchewan among many poplar and
spruce trees, seventy-five miles from the
nearest town. Timber Bay is a small,
predominantly Cree Indian community
on the east shore of Montreal Lake. The
children's home was started some thirty
years ago to care for homeless children.
The Brethren in Christ Church has been
involved with the home since the late
1960s.
Timber Bay Children's Home provides "a home away from home" for 68
Cree children during the school year.
Many of them live in remote trapline
areas, which they must leave for ten
months of the year to attend school. The
trapline parents have no choice; they
must send their children out of the bush

to get their education. Some of our
children have been taken out of their
homes and placed here by social services. Some come from reserves, some
come from La Ronge (a town north of
Timber Bay), some come by plane. They
all have a tough adjustment. All of them
would tell you they would rather not be
here.
Our major aim is to provide a loving,
caring home for each child. Sound easy?
Maybe so, if our family was normalsized. But with 34 girls and guys in each
dorm and a total of 90 people to plan
and prepare meals for, it can hardly be
considered "normal." Meeting their
needs for food, clothes, warm, clean
beds, and healthy bodies can be a fulltime challenge. But it is the little extras
that make working here at the home
worthwhile and rewarding: taking time
to build a close relationship with an

older girl, telling an exciting bedtime
story, having a group of children over to
visit on Sunday afternoon, teaching a
child to make bread, or being involved
in a 4-H club. These are only a few of the
many ways we show the love of Christ to
the children as we care for them and love
them every day.
Community involvement has always
been an important ministry of the children's home and another way to show
the love of Christ. It may be making
some cookies for a bake sale, fixing a
flat tire, taking a few minutes to talk
with a neighbor while waiting for the
mail, or just a smile. Our new multipurpose building and the medical clinic
also provide good community outreach.
The home's name change was a request
of the advisory council of the Timber
Bay community.
The spiritual ministries involvement

her. When she returned to Japan, Matsuko carried with her a Bible, her memories, and the loving prayer support of the
Hunt family. It was in Japan that Matsuko committed her life to Christ.
Matsuko returned to the United States
in 1981 for studies at Millersville State
College. She is presently studying at
Fort Wayne Bible College but stays in
close contact with her American "Mom
and Dad." Paul and Vivian's work is not
done. More recently, the Manor church
family rejoiced with the Hunts in the
baptism of still another Japanese international student. Both of these young
women will face strong opposition and
will receive little encouragement in their
Christian faith upon their return to
Japan, but many prayers go with them.
Leviticus 19:34 reveals God's heart of
love for the "strangers" living among us:
"But the stranger that dwelleth with you
shall be unto you as one born among
you, and thou shalt love him as thyself
. . ." To obey this command is to be
blessed of God.

"Strangers" Among Us vemasc^aZ
Matsuko Kimura is living proof of
what God can accomplish when American Christians take seriously their ministry to the world at their doorstep—the
international students on our college
campuses. Matsuko, a Japanese girl,

came to the Lancaster (Pa.) area to
study English. Paul and Vivian Hunt of
the Manor Brethren in Christ Church
graciously opened their hearts and lives
to her. As Matsuko lived with this family, their love for Jesus began to touch

Vema Schwartz is involved in teaching
and missions ministries in the Manor congregation.
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at Timber Bay Children's Home is taking a new approach. Ken and Marlene
Stregger, the couple assigned for this,
have been living in the community since
October 1981 and results are evident.
The people now feel free to drop in for
tea, to share a concern or ask for help
with a job. They are becoming more
open to ask for spiritual guidance also.
Ted, a neighbor man, committed his life
to Christ a few years ago, but is having a
struggle understanding the Bible and the
importance of a total commitment. Because of the friendship Ken has developed with him, he is able to share openly
with Ted.
Spiritual emphasis is also a vital part
of the daily program at the home. We
have church services twice a week and
nightly devotions, which are planned by
the spiritual ministries team. Devotional
time is a special time for me—sharing
with a small group, teaching them how
to apply Bible truths to their daily life,
and spending time in prayer.
The ministry in La Ronge, an extension of the children's home, is a new and
growing work. George and Marlene
Comfort work with the families of our
children—keeping them informed of the
children's progress in school and personal growth, and sharing Christ's love
with them. The Comforts recently started
a Bible study with one family who has
four boys living at the home and are
anticipating involving more families.
Before we can share Christ's love with
the native people, we must first be willing to take time to learn to know them
and develop friendships with them. They
are not open people by nature, so the
progress may be slow. But, we are making progress; lives are being changed.
Deb, a girl who spent eight years at
the home, is now living with a Christian
family in La Ronge and is attending
high school there. She is a Christian
witness to those around her. Cliff is
attending an Indian Bible school and is
excited about his Christian life. There
are still many at the home who have not
made the decision to follow Christ but
their lives are being influenced by our
love and concern for them. In I Corinthians 3:6 we are commanded to plant
the seeds and water them, but God will
make them grow. We must trust him to
finish the work we have started in each
heart.

Cheryl assists in the girls' dorm at Timber
Bay. She is from the Air Hill (PA)
congregation.
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A little hand . . .
Dear Lord, I do not ask that Thou
shouldst give me some high work
of Thine.
Some noble calling, or some
wondrous task.
Give me a little hand to hold in
mine.
Give me a little child to point the
way over the strange, sweet path that
leads to Thee.
Give me a little voice to reach, to
pray.
Give me two shining eyes Thy
face to see.
The only crown I ask, dear
Lord, to wear
Is this, that I may teach a little
child.
I do not ask that I may ever
stand
Among the wise, the worthy, or
the great.
I only ask that softly, hand-inhand, a child and I may enter at the
gate.
Author Unknown
These words have come to mean a
lot to me since I served at Timber Bay
Children's Home. They express one
of the things I wanted to do during
my term of service—help a child
know and accept Jesus.
It wasn't always easy allowing
God's love flow through me to the

by Valarie Stump

boys I helped care for. Some days I
just didn't want to, but God was able
to overcome my weaknesses and
show his love to the children.
As I think back over the five years
I spent at the home, one thing most
impressed upon me was that I can
never "outgive" the Lord. He was
always there, on good days and bad,
meeting every need I had. He blessed
me with so many good things, and
helped me become a better person by
experiencing some hard things. I
know I would surely have fallen if not
for the grace of God!
I have been asked whether I would
recommend voluntary service to someone else. Yes! The time I spent at
Timber Bay Children's Home was
very rewarding. I feel I have become
a better person—one who is more
confident in by beliefs. I thank God
for his love and all he did for me
while I was at the home. I pray that
he will continue to work with me and
through me. I also thank him for the
many friends I made while being
there. They also helped to make
Timber Bay a very special place!

Val completed her second term of
voluntary service in Timber Bay in June
1982. She is living and working in southern California.
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Lebanon. A home in ruins again.
A season's crops in ruins again.
A people who have seen
fighting come and come again.
A woman making her way
through the rubble,
watching for a time of peace.
You can reach out a hand
of friendship. MCC is
sending food, clothing
and blankets, as well as
monetary aid to those
re-establishing
farming
and small businesses.
Your gifts to MCC assist
those hurt by war
in Lebanon.
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People in
missions
(Persons newly or recently assigned for
service with Brethren in Christ Missions.)
Mark and Maxine Alleman, with son
Brian, began a two-year voluntary service assignment at Life Line Mission in
November. Mark is providing maintenance service and is working as a pastoral assistant with Superintendent
James Bailey; Maxine helps with housekeeping at the Mission and manages the
Mission's thrift store. The Allemans are
from the Mastersonville, PA, congregation.
Abram and Kathleen Bert returned to
Zambia in October for another term of
service. Based in Choma, Abe serves as
financial secretary for the mission and
auditor for the Zambian church. He
served in this position previously (197780); Kas was on the nursing staff at
Macha Hospital (1978-80). Upon completion of Dallas and Diane Wolgemuth's service in December, Abe assumed full responsibility as financial secretary and auditor.
Beginning a new assignment in Zimbabwe are Curtis and Leslie Book, with
daughters Jonna and Allison. Curtis
will be teaching at Ekuphileni Bible
Institute in Bulawayo, an institution
operated by the Brethren in Christ
Church in Zimbabwe to provide practical leadership and Bible training. The
Books gave leadership to the Brethren in
Christ International Fellowship (UK) in
London during 1980-82.
Having completed a year of language
study in Costa Rica in December, Tim
and Martha Giles are anticipating service in Venezuela beginning in February
1983. Tim and Martha, with son Benjamin, will join Gordon and Susie Gilmore and family at the new mission in
Montalban, Caracas. They will be investigating possibilities for service among
the poor in Caracas' ranchos.
Stan McBeth joined the Mount Joy
missions office staff in November in
voluntary service. Stan, a 1980 graduate
of Messiah College, has been working
for an accounting firm in the Chambersburg, PA, area. He is using his
accounting skills in the office and helping with other projects. Stan is a member
of the Chambersburg congregation.
After fifteen years as Headmistress of
Macha Secondary School, Edith Miller
January, 1983

Shenks

Stoners

is preparing for a new assignment in
Zambia's Copperbelt region. Edie will
be teaching at the Copperbelt Secondary Teachers' College in Kitwe, a town
in which the Brethren in Christ have
planted a new church. Edie is completing a four-month furlough in the United
States and returns to Zambia January 5.
Since November Anthony Scott has
been part of the voluntary service unit in
Bronx, New York. As an "earning VSer"
he is employed in the community and
participates in outreach of Bronx Community Service Ministries. Following
high school graduation last June,
Anthony worked with Child Evangelism Fellowship in Springfield, Ohio,
where he is a member of the Beulah
Chapel congregation.
January marks the beginning of a

new assignment for Jacob and Nancy
Shenk in Zimbabwe. Jake has been
asked by the Zimbabwean church to
serve as church treasurer. They will live
in Bulawayo. The Shenks lived and
worked with Brethren in Christ Missions in Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia)
from 1958-76. They have four grown
sons and are members of the Mount
Pleasant (PA) congregation.
After twelve years of service at the
Navajo Mission, Ben and Eunice Stoner,
with their children, Tim, Joe and Becky,
took a three-month leave in Pennsylvania. The Stoners are now in Pasadena,
California, studying at Fuller School of
World Mission for further cross-cultural
ministry. Ben and Eunice plan to return
to New Mexico in June 1983 for further
service among the Navajo people.
•
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Messiah
College
News
Featured in National Magazines

In addition to Changing Times (mentioned in the Dec. 25 issue of the Evangelical Visitor), Messiah College was
featured in a recent issue of Soccer
America. In an article by Bill Flanagan
entitled "Messiah Succeeds with Good
Sportsmanship," the writer praised "the
soft-spoken coach of Messiah College,"
Dr. Layton Shoemaker, and noted that
officials really like to work Messiah's
soccer games because of the good sportsmanship of both coach and players.
Shoemaker was quoted as saying that
participation in sports "enables a team
with a Christian ethical perspective to
show how its values are applied in an
ordinary situation—to rise above worldly ethics and set a higher standard. One
of the best compliments (opponents)
can pay us is 'There's something different about you guys, and it's something
we really respect'."
Messiah College was recognized in a
third national magazine, Christianity
Today, by being listed among Christian
colleges with an impressive endowment
fund. The article stressed the vital importance of endowment monies for the survival of colleges in the coming decade.
Who's W h o

On the basis of recommendations by
departments and final selection by a
faculty-student committee, the following Brethren in Christ students have
membership in Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and
Colleges for the 1982-83 school year:
John Long, Rodney Musser, Lisa
Puchalsky, and Dave Zercher. The criteria: scholarship, citizenship, character,
and leadership.
Construction Progress

Dr. Robert Hamilton, Director of
Business and Finance at Messiah College, reports that construction of the
large new Naugle Residence is ahead of
schedule and that good progress is being
made on the addition to the Nelson Din24

ing Room. Both facilities should be
ready for use by September of 1983.
T o Be Published

Hark, The Herald Angel, a children's
musical composed by Mrs. Robert Barrett and Ron Long, Director of Admissions at Messiah College, will be published by Lillinas Music Company. The
musical (recording and vocal score) is
scheduled to be off the press by April 1,
1983. This is the second musical to be
published by Barrett and Long.
Dr. Gerald Hess, Professor at Messiah College, has written the manuscript
for a co-authored chapter on "Receptors and Aging" in the book, Aging and
Self Structure, Volume II, which will be
published by Plenum Publishing Corporation in the near future.
Student Quality

The quality of students at Messiah
College is increasing. A recent survey
compiled by the American Council on
Education is annually carried out by the
Cooperative Institutional Research Program sponsored by UCLA and the
council. This data was shared: 40% of
college freshmen across the nation were
in the top 20% of their high school graduating class, while at Messiah College
61% of this year's class come from the
top 20% of their class. Also 63% of
entering freshmen in colleges across the
nation were in the top 40% of their graduating class, while 83% of Messiah's

entering freshmen were in the top 40%
of their high school class. This survey
was based on data from 192,248 entering freshmen at 368 colleges and universities across the land.
Preview Dates

The first Spring College Preview, for
prospective students and their parents,
will be on Monday, February 14, 1983.
The second Spring Preview will be on
Saturday, March 5.
In addition to the above previews,
which are open to all prospective students regardless of the majors they are
interested in, two Departmental Previews are also scheduled: the special
preview on Friday, February 4, 1983,
will be for business, math, and computer
science majors only; and the special preview on Friday, February 18, will be for
nursing majors only.
Registration for all four previews will
be at 9:30 a.m. on the respective days.
Your Recommendation N e e d e d

One reason the enrollment at Messiah
continues to grow is because friends of
the college submit names of good prospective students to the Admissions
Office. Please send one or more names
soon. This will take only a few minutes
of your time and could result in a major
life choice for a high school student of
your acquaintance. Thanks for mailing
your information to: Admissions Office,
Messiah College, Grantham, PA 17027.

The 18th Annual Ministers' Conference
February 22-23,1983
Campus Church, Messiah College,
Grantham, Pa.
"Not Survivors,

But

Conquerors"

• m
Keynote Speakers: Stuart and Jill Briscoe
Stuart Briscoe, well-known author and speaker, presently pastors a
congregation near Milwaukee, Wis., and leads a radio ministry. The
director of "Telling the Truth," a multi-media ministry, Jill Briscoe is
also in demand as a speaker and writer.
For more information, write or call Randy Ness, Messiah College,
Grantham, PA 17027. Phone (717) 766-2511, ext. 365.
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A letter to all the
"Sunbeam Cousins
From "Cousin C"
Some time ago, Mrs. Violet Malone
spoke to me after the service here at
Messiah Village. She told me that she
had been a faithful reader of Sunbeam,
the primary Sunday school paper of
which I was editor back in the 1920's.
Her name then was Violet Baldwin, and
she attended the Chicago Mission Sunday school. She said she still has the
picture of me which I promised to the
Cousins who would send me one of
theirs. Violet said: "I was really intrigued
by this promise. I wondered: How could
a person take a picture of himself?" And
I am sure a lot of the Cousins were just
as puzzled as Violet was. (As you see, I
hung a mirror on a chair, then took my
picture in the mirror. This was in 1924.)

Another Cousin I met here at the Village was Mrs. Alice Zook. Alice told me
that she wasn't allowed to read the Sunday school paper in church; but she
could hardly wait to read the letter from
Cousin C, so when they got home she
begged her mother to let her read this
letter before she set the table. Her
mother gave her permission, so setting
the table was the last thing that got done
before dinner.
Alice also mentioned that on one
occasion a friend had wanted her to do
something wrong. She refused, thinking
Cousin C would be ashamed if he knew
that one of the Sunbeam Cousins had
done such a wrong thing. "You had a
January, 1983

great influence on our lives," she said.
Her name then was Alice Pote. She
attended the Grantham Sunday school,
and my sister Rozella taught the class.
Avery Musser is another Cousin in
this area, and he works here at the Village. I still have his neat typewritten letter dated March 17, 1924. (Avery was
only ten years old then, and he said he
was just learning to type.) In his interesting letter Avery told about their turkey
hens which "have a run of about nine
acres of woodland enclosed with a high
wire fence": and I'm sure it would have
been fun if I could have accepted Avery's
invitation to "take you with me to hunt
turkey nests."
Avery was a member of the Mt. Rock
Sunday school. Sixteen years later he
became pastor of this congregation,
serving two terms for a total of twentythree and one-half years. In his latter
term from 1973 to 1978 the new Mt.
Rock church was built.
Mary Lebeck Kreitzer is a Cousin
who lives in nearby Dillsburg. I have
had several interesting conversations
with Mary on the phone, and Mrs.
Boyer and I have plans to visit her soon.
Another Cousin and personal friend
whom I wish to mention in this letter
was John Zercher. In Lantern In the
Dawn (the book about Brother Zercher
written by Dr. Morris Sider), speaking
of John's interest in church periodicals,
Dr. Sider referred to a letter which John
wrote to me years later in which "he
recalled that his earliest memory of
church publications went back to the
d a y s . . . of the Sunbeam (paper)." Then
quoting directly from John's letter: "You
had promised to send all who would
write a picture of yourself taken by
yourself (an incredible feat to a Kansas
lad of nine or ten). I wrote. I received the
picture. Our correspondence has covered
a half a century."
Well, you can be sure that I always
enjoy these friendly contacts with the
Cousins; and only today I thought how
nice it would be if we could have a Sunbeam Cousins Reunion. Of course, I

knew that would not be possible. But I
did wonder how many Cousins there are
who might see this letter.
Then I had another thought. I wondered if we could sponsor something
which we would call the Sunbeam Cousins' Project. Do you think that would
be something nice to do? If we could
have a meeting, I could get your suggestions, and we could take a vote. Since we
can't do that, I will make a suggestion:
That we give an offering to the Messiah
Village Endowment Fund. The money
in this fund is not spent, but is invested,
and the income is used to help people
here at the Village who need financial
assistance. I talked to the first four Cousins mentioned above, and they all
approved the idea.
I have spoken to Brother George
Kibler, our Administrator, about this,
and he told me that at present there are
over forty residents here at the Village
who, because their own funds are depleted, need financial assistance, and that
this amounts to from $9,000 to $10,000
each month. Of this amount less than
one-third is covered by the present
income from the Endowment Fund. So
you can see that the need is great.
If you are in favor of this project and
would like to help, make your check or
money order out to Messiah Village,
and send it to me at this address: Cousin
C, 519 Dogwood Dr., Messiah Village,
Mechanicsburg, Pa. 17055. If you can,
send your offering by February 28. (If
any of your relatives or friends would
like to help our project, they could
include their offering with yours. Be sure
to tell them how much we appreciate
their help.) I would be glad to receive a
letter from you too, if you would care to
write.
When the offerings are all in, I will let
you know the results of our project.
Love to all.
Your friend,
Cousin C.
(C. W. Boyer)
P.S. Also, while writing this letter, it
occurred to me that there might be other
friends, who may not be "Sunbeam
Cousins," but who would like to help us
in our project. If so, you may send your
offering to me at the above address. We
will appreciate this very much, and
thank you.
(I have talked with the Director of
Stewardship and Finance, and with the
Director of Development at Messiah
Village, and they both have indicated
that this is an approved project.)
•
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Allegheny Conference
Five persons were accepted into membership on
Sunday, Dec. 5, by the Five Forks congregation. •
Dora Myers, a V.S. worker returned f r o m teaching in Japan, shared with the Martinsburg congregation on Dec. 12. A fellowship meal was held
following the service.
The Montgomery congregation reports receiving ten persons into fellowship recently. • Eleven
persons were received into membership on Sunday, Dec. 5, reports the Mt. Holly Springs congregation. Also, nine persons were baptized.
Supper for a Shekel is what the Waynesboro
Christ's Crusaders held on Saturday evening,
Nov. 20. Lynn and Carol Thrush, the pastoral
couple, gave a report to the congregation on their
recent Latin American trip.

Atlantic Conference
The dramatization, "Gideon," was presented to
the Elizabethtown congregation by the Maranatha Players. • On Sunday, Dec. 12, the pastoral
staff and several church members of the Manor
congregation held a time of fellowship following
the morning worship service. The meeting was a
time when new attenders were able to become
better acquainted.
The Shenks congregation participated in an
M C C Hunger project by collecting corn from
farmers as well as receiving an offering. A total of
$1,202.00 was received f r o m the offering and sale
of the corn, and was used to buy beef for a family
in Kampuchea.

Canadian Conference
Sunday, Nov. 21 was Anniversary Sunday for
the Bridlewood c o n g r e g a t i o n . Their goal of
$4,000.00 was nearly d o u b l e d when a l m o s t
$7,500.00 was received, making it possible to
complete their mortgage payment. Dr. Steward
Boehmer, Chancellor of Ontario Bible College,
was the speaker.
A panel discussion was held for the New Life
congregation on Sunday evening, Nov. 14, for
ministerial emphasis. Included on the panel were
former pastoral couples of New Life: Glen and
Debbie Robitaille, Dan and Linda Steadman; and
Ken Walker, pastor-in-training. The present pastor, Dale Shaw, led the presentation.
The Westheights congregation reports that

Rhoda Winger spent a morning and evening
speaking on prayer. Other recent speakers included
Keith and Bev Cober, Lester Fretz, and Erma
Maust.

Central Conference

Weddings

The Amherst, Sippo, and Valley Chapel congregations held a combined Christmas Eve service. The Amherst congregation hosted the service. • A Thanksgiving Dinner and program were
held by the Bethel Community congregation on
Sunday evening, Nov. 19.
Guest speaker for the Christian Union congregation on Sunday evening, Dec. 5, was Louis
Cober. • A special Christmas slide presentation
was featured by the Mooretown congregation on
Sunday evening, Dec. 5.

Becker-Butler: Lynnea, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Butler, and Albert (Sam), son of Mrs.
Becker and the late Samuel Becker, Oct. 30, in the
Martinsburg Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Earl Herr officiating.

Midwest Conference
Recently Ann Brendle, teacher of the Mountain
View 2nd and 3rd grade Sunday School class, held
a Fall Harvest Party for her class. After playing
games the class baked 11 dozen cookies, eight of
which were donated to an area nursing home.

Pacific Conference
The High School Class of the Upland congregation sponsored a Family Christmas Banquet on
Saturday, December 11, in the church fellowship
hall.

For The Record
Births
Durbin: Geoffrey David, Nov. 25; Dave and
Karen Durbin, Grantham congregation, Pa.
Hildebrandt: Kendra Judith, Nov. 23; Dave
and Kathy Hildebrandt, Massey Place congregation, Sask.
Saba: Katrina Fern, Nov. 30; Constandy and
Beth Saba, Beulah Chapel congregation, Oh.

Representatives f r o m the various
b o a r d s a n d agencies h a v e b e e n invited
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Burkholder-Fisher: Sallie J., daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J o h n L. Fisher, Bird-in-Hand, Pa., and
Robert L„ son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W.
Burkholder, Washington Boro, Pa., Nov. 6, in the
M a n o r Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. J o h n
B. Hawbaker officiating.
Kline-Schreckengast: Tammy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Schreckengast, and David, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kline, Nov. 6, in the
Cedar Heights Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. J o h n L. Bundy officiating.
Miller-Allen: Tammy Louise, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dean Allen, and Geoffrey Lee, son of
Mrs. Vivian Miller and the late George Miller,
Dec. 4, in the Cedar Heights Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. J o h n L. Bundy officiating.
Renner-Butler: Tracy J o , daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Butler, and Craig Richard, son of
Mrs. Marilyn Renner, Dec. 5, in the Cedar
Heights Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. J o h n
L. Bundy officiating.
Sides-Lelah: Kathryn J o a n n a , daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David Lelah, Stoney Point, N.Y., and
Steven Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. Paul Sides,
Elkhart, In., Sept. 4, in the Grantham Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Arthur H. Brubaker,
grandfather of the groom, and Rev. J o h n Arthur
Brubaker, uncle of the groom, officiating.

Stern: Selena Elizabeth, Nov. 16; Mark and
Cindy Stern, Cedar Heights congregation, Pa.

Ward-Carmack: Catrisa Lynn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Doug Carmack, Tipp City, Oh., and
Donald Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. D o n Ward,
Mobile, Al., Oct. 16, in the Vandalia, Oh., Church
of t h e N a z a r e n e , with R e v . E l a m D o h n e r
officiating.

Toner: J o h n Michael, Dec. 1; Terry and Ann
Toner, Cedar Heights congregation, Pa.

Obituaries

Sheffer: Jonathan Andrew, Nov. 23; Eldon
and Susan Sheffer, Mansfield, Oh.

1983-85 budgets the topic
of February public hearing
The Commission on Stewardship and
Finance has announced a public hearing
for Wednesday, Feb. 16, at Grantham,
Pa. On the agenda is consideration of
revisions to the 1983 budgets of church
agencies, together with budget requests
for 1984 and 1985.

Zillig: Robert Lee, Nov. 30; Steven and Barbara (Martin) Zillig, Clarence Center congregation, N.Y.

to present supporting rationale for their
budget requests, according to David
McBeth, U.S. director of stewardship
and finance.
The hearing, which begins at 10:30
a.m. in the fellowship hall of the Grantham church, marks the first time the
Commission has conducted open sessions.

Custer: Richard W. Custer, Elizabethtown,
Pa., born Sept. 26, 1906, died Oct. 29, 1982, in the
Hershey Medical Center. He was married to Mrs.
Mary Yingst Custer who survives. Also surviving
are two daughters: Mrs. J o h n M. Wolgemuth and
Mrs. J. Marvin Zook; three brothers; two sisters;
13 grandchildren; and 15 great-grandchildren. He
was a member of the Shenks Brethren in Christ
Church where the funeral service was conducted
by Revs. J. Daniel Houck and Fred Geib. Interment was in the Hummelstown Cemetery.
Strausner: Clarence D. Strausner, Shippensburg, Pa., died Oct. 24, 1982 in the Waynesboro
Hospital, Pa., at the age of 63. He is survived by
four children: Mrs. Tonya Ferber, Mrs. Tresa
Devorak, David and Timothy. Rev. L o m e Lichty
conducted the funeral service in the Montgomery
Brethren in Christ Church.
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Christian Holiness Association
hosts 115th annual convention
The Christian Holiness Association
will host its 115th annual convention
April 19-21 at Olivet Nazarene College
in Kankakee, Illinois. The theme for the
1983 convention is "The Spirit Says
'Grow!'."
Among the featured speakers will be
Dr. Dennis F. Kinlaw, former president
of Asbury College; Dr. John Snook,
president of Bartlesville Wesleyan College; and Dr. Ponder Gilliland, senior
pastor of the First Church of the Nazarene in Bethany, Oklahoma.
A wide range of seminars will include
Dr. Stan Toler, speaking on "Programming Church Growth through the Sunday School," and Dr. John Maxwell on
"Eleven Steps to Develop a Growing
Church." Among others will be Dr.
David Thompson's discussion of "Biblical Preaching: A Basis for Growth" and
Dr. Melvin McCullough's "Biblical
Preaching that Meets People Where
They Are."
The CHA represents 17 denominations with a constituency of approximately two million people. CH A's executive director, Darius Salter, says that
this year's convention promises to be a
very exciting time at a very reasonable
cost. Meals may be purchased at the
college inexpensively, and surrounding
motels offer lodging at affordable rates.

Sunday, Jan. 16 • Psalms 8-11
Monday, Jan. 17 • Job 25-28
Tuesday, Jan. 18 • Job 29-32
Wednesday, Jan. 19 • Job 33-36
Thursday, Jan. 20 • Job 37-39
Friday, Jan. 21 • Job 40-42
Saturday, Jan. 22 • Genesis 23-26
Sunday, Jan. 23 • Psalms 12-14
Monday, Jan. 24 • Genesis 27-30
Tuesday, Jan. 25 • Genesis 31-34
Wednesday, Jan. 26 • Genesis 35-38
Thursday, Jan. 27 • Genesis 39-42
Friday, Jan. 28 • Genesis 43-46
Saturday, Jan. 29 • Genesis 47-50
Sunday, Jan. 30 • Psalms 15-19
Monday, Jan. 31 • Exodus 1-3
Tuesday, Feb. 1 • Exodus 4-6

For further information, contact
CH A's central office, 7 Lawrence Avenue, Stanhope, New Jersey 07874, or
phone (201) 347-1272.

"Choosing
Health" is
convention
theme
Another milestone in the lengthening
history of the Mennonite Health Association will be reached when the organization holds its third annual convention
March 19-23, 1983, at the Town and
Country Hotel in San Diego.
The announced theme of the sessions,
"Choosing Health," reflects the widespread and growing belief that individuals often play a large role in determining
their own health status.
However, a major underlying further
purpose of the event is to bring together
all Mennonites and Brethren in Christ
with a special interest in health, including representatives of health care institutions as well as individuals, both professional and non-professional, whose con-

Wednesday, Feb. 2 • Exodus 7-9
Thursday, Feb. 3 • Exodus 10-12
Friday, Feb. 4 • Exodus 13-15
Saturday, Feb. 5 • Exodus 16-18
Sunday, Feb. 6 • Psalms 18-20
Monday, Feb. 7 • Exodus 19-21
Tuesday, Feb. 8 • Exodus 22-24
Wednesday, Feb. 9 • Exodus 25-27
Thursday, Feb. 10 • Exodus 28-30
Friday, Feb. 11 • Exodus 31-33
Saturday, Feb. 12 • Exodus 34-37
Sunday, Feb. 13 • Psalms 21-23
Monday, Feb. 14 • Exodus 38-40
Tuesday, Feb. 15 • Leviticus 1-3
Wednesday, Feb. 16 • Leviticus 4-6
Thursday, Feb. 17 • Leviticus 7-9
Friday, Feb. 18 • Leviticus 10-12
Saturday, Feb. 19 • Leviticus 13-15

Used by permission of the National Association of Evangelicals, Box 28, Wheaton, IL 60187.
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cern for health—their own and others'—
has its roots in their religious faith. The
San Diego setting will provide an added
dimension of warmth and relaxation for
winter-weary northerners. Several hundred persons are expected.
The Mennonite Health Association,
organizer of ihis convention, is made up
of institutional and individual members.
Program Highlights

Three general sessions of the Association are planned—on Saturday evening,
March 19; Sunday morning, March 20;
and Monday afternoon, March 21, featuring presentations by Carl Rutt, M.D.,
Medical Director of Oaklawn Psychiatric Center, Elkhart, Ind.; Paul Lin, chaplain, Hawlien Christian Hospital, Taiwan; Harlan Ratmeyer, Director of
Pastoral Services, Kings View Hospital;
and Laban Peachey, of Mennonite Mutual Aid, Goshen, Ind.
Business affairs of the Association
will be dealt with at the Monday afternoon session which will feature an address by Marvin Ewert, president, and a
report by H. Ernest Bennett, Executive
Director.
In addition, there will be a banquet on
Tuesday evening, March 22, held jointly
with the Church of the Brethren Homes
and Hospitals Association.
At least eight Mennonite health-oriented special interest groups will hold meetings in connection with the convention,
most of them two sessions.
Concurrent with much of this MHA
activity will be the programming of the
Protestant Health and Welfare Assembly involving numerous Protestant denominations and no fewer than 2,000
participants. These sessions run from
Sunday evening, March 20, through
Wednesday afternoon, March 23.
The Protestant group offers sessions
in the areas of aging, children and
youth, hospitals, developmental disability, residential and rehabilitation services, public relations and development,
and the chaplaincy. Many highly qualified speakers will be presented.
All sessions of the Protestant Assembly are open to persons attending the
MHA convention, whose single registration fee ($50) covers both their own
and the Protestant programs.
Registration materials, including a
detailed program copy, are available
from the Association's Executive Director, H. Ernest Bennett, at Box 370, Elkhart, Ind. 46515, or telephone number
219-294-7523.
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Millions will get
Scriptures for the first time
N E W Y O R K ( E P ) — T h e world's Bible Societies are involved in translations that will
soon bring new b o o k s of the Bible to speakers of 466 languages. Some portion of God's
Word already exists in most of these languages, usually a Gospel. As each translation
comes off the press it means yet another step
towards an entire Bible in that language.
Details of these and other translation projects tallying 574 languages in all are listed in
an 85-page report issued by the United Bible
Societies, the global partnership covering all
aspects of Bible work which was f o u n d e d
after World W a r II.
One language soon to have an additional
translation is Fon, spoken by 836,000 people
w h o live in the southern half of Benin in
western Africa and spill over into the adjoining country of T o g o . Another is P a k p a k
Batak, sometimes k n o w n as Dairi Batak, the
language of 1.2 million tribal people in
Indonesia. The report lists projects in 108
languages to replace old translations with
new.
Albania retains top ranking
as world's hardest country
M U N I C H , West G e r m a n y ( E P ) — F e w
would argue that Albania, the world's first
self-declared atheistic nation, treats its religious citizens with more rancor, harassment
and punishment t h a n any other nation today. E a s t / W e s t News Service, along with
several British East bloc monitors, has taken
a close, country by country look at the
methods by which communist nations deal
with the church. Albania has earned the insidious title of the greatest violator of religious
rights. In 1981, A . D . Magazine also tabbed
Albania as the most violent persecutor of
religiously active people. Virtually every
method deployed to c o m b a t the religious
c o m m u n i t y is e m p l o y e d by t h e T i r a n e
regime.
Christianity maintains a figurehead position in the Soviet Union. While there are
open churches and an extremely limited
availability of f o r m a l worship possibilities,
the Kremlin probably ranks second in harshness because of its treatment of Chnstians,
Jews and dissidents. It is impossible to realistically rank each communist nation in a topten f o r m a t . But, there are differences f r o m
country to country. Bulgaria, R o m a n i a and
Czechoslovakia have each formulated their
own unique methods of persecution. In Bulgaria and R o m a n i a , many churches remain
open; yet leaders who do not cooperate with
the government must endure constant harassment. Also, b o t h nations have reportedly
used electrical shock treatments and psycho-
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logical ploys which attempt to distort realities of some active Christians.'
Few arrests or beatings are reported in
Hungary, East Germany and Yugoslavia.
Yet there are tacit discriminations. Certain
individuals usually incur harassment rather
than the great majority or the church as a
whole. With the declaration of martial law
and the d o m i n a n t Catholic presence, Poland
remains unique a m o n g East bloc nations.
F r e e d o m has its limits, especially in the
evangelical community. But the Catholic
majority has a powerful base which often
contradicts the communist leadership in the
nation.
While moderate gains have been made in
some areas, with new buildings constructed
and a few prisoners released, the overall
trend in all East bloc nations seems to be
towards a more stringent religious rights policy. This includes new restrictions, the singling out of potentially powerful church
groups and the enforcement of previously
established laws.
China forces disbandment
of large house churches
B A N G K O K , Thailand (EP)—Large house
churches in Shanghai, Peking and other
m a j o r Chinese cities are being forced to discontinue services, a Chinese pastor has reported to E a s t / W e s t News Service. During recent m o n t h s b o t h state a n d Three-Self
Patriotic M o v e m e n t (the government-recognized Protestant organization) leaders have
warned house church leaders not to meet.
Under Chinese law, meetings outside of the
church buildings are technically illegal.
This crackdown presently affects churches
in the large metropolitan areas. F o r years the
Three-Self M o v e m e n t has sought to assimilate all house church groups which meet
secretly or in private homes. The house
churches experienced rapid growth during
the Cultural Revolution years when all sanctuaries were closed. Since Mao's death and
the fall of the G a n g of Four, new churches
have opened, but the government only recognizes those affiliated with either one of the
two church agencies it sanctions. While some
house churches have joined the Three-Self
Movement, many have not. The government
does, however, k n o w of the existence of
many of the clandestine churches.
One long-time China watcher says many
house church Christians will splinter off into
several smaller groups rather than become
aligned with the Three-Self Movement. New
pressure applied to the popular house churches indicates a possible return to the policies
of the 1950s when the Three-Self leaders
persecuted those who would not cooperate,
the China watcher says.

Dr. Silas Hong, director of the California
based United Evangelism to the Chinese,
says breaking up into smaller house church
groups will create a vast leadership vacuum.
With only one seminary open in China, there
are not enough trained pastors. "Believers
are under intense pressure and d a n g e r many will be scattered sheep without a shepherd. This robs them of the spiritual instruction they need," H o n g says.

B E I J I N G , China (EP)—By the end of 1982,
one million copies of the Chinese Bible will
be printed in China to meet the e n o r m o u s
need of Chinese Christians there, a news
report f r o m Beijing to the Chinese A r o u n d
the World organization said recently. T h e
report said up to September "several ten
thousand" copies of the Bible have already
been printed. (Last year 270,000 copies were
printed.) The Chinese Christian authority is
increasing Bible-printing plants to accelerate
Bible production, the report said.
Besides Shanghai, another plant has been
added in F u z h o u this year to print Bibles
c o n t a i n i n g t h e New T e s t a m e n t a n d the
Psalms. Next year a plant in Nanjing will be
rolling out Bibles with b o t h the Old and New
Testaments. Besides Chinese Bibles, copies
of the Korean Bible have been printed in
Liaoning in July this year. The authority is
also planning to print Bibles f o r minority
groups.
Report to President Reagan notes
peacetime draft registration criticized
W A S H I N G T O N ( E P ) — A n internal Reagan administration report suggests there is
little to be gained by a peacetime registration
for a possible draft, say leaders of two groups
opposed to the registration in a Religious
News Service report.
Barry W. Lynn, head of D r a f t Action, and
A m e r i c a n Civil Liberties U n i o n lawyer
David L a n d a u released a previously confidential report to President Reagan last December f r o m the Military M a n p o w e r T a s k
Force. They told reporters that the document makes no recommendations, but cites
f o u r options, ranging f r o m keeping compulsory registration in force to waiting until
after declaration of a national emergency
requiring mobilization. Mr. Lynn charged
that there was no basis for President Reagan's claim that a peacetime registration will
save six to eight weeks in mobilizing emergency manpower.
„
The report, marked "for official use only,
said Selective Service could devise a system
that would delay a d r a f t by only two weeks if
peacetime registration ceased. Another plan
might not delay the d r a f t of all, the report
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said. This plan assumed that warning signs
of a pending crisis would permit the President and Congress to order registration and
a d r a f t in a timely m a n n e r . The report also
noted that if volunteers came forward in a
crisis at the same rate as in the early days of
World W a r II, the A r m y wouldn't have
enough places to train them.
However, in giving the pros and cons of
each option, the study group led by Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger cautioned that the early warnings of a crisis may
be missed and that political resistance could
postpone a draft. President Reagan decided
in J a n u a r y to retain the registration program, which was resumed in 1980 under
President Carter.
House defeats amendments
restricting I R S authority
W A S H I N G T O N (EP)—In a departure f r o m
recent history, the U.S. House of Representatives has refused to restrict Internal Revenue Service authority to regulate the tax
e x e m p t status of parochial and nonsectarian
private schools. The restrictive language had
been p a r t of the Treasury Department's
appropriations measure each year since 1979,
but was stripped f r o m the bill earlier this year
in committee. Efforts by Rep. Robert K.
D o r n a n , R-Calif„ and Rep. Philip M. Crane,
R-IU., to restore the restrictive a m e n d m e n t s
failed.
One of D o r n a n ' s proposals would have
prohibited I R S f r o m implementing controversial regulations conditioning tax-exempt
status for private schools on racially nondiscriminatory policies. The regulations, proposed in 1978-79, have been withdrawn by
IRS. A second D o r n a n rider would have
prohibited I R S f r o m denying taxpayers a
deduction on "general purpose" contributions to private schools attended by their
dependents. The Crane a m e n d m e n t would
have prevented I R S implementation of new
regulations on the tax-exempt status of private schools not in effect when the a p p r o p r i ations bill is enacted.
While the impact of the House action is
unclear, the overall question of tax exempt
status of private religious schools which discriminate on the basis of race is pending
before the S u p r e m e C o u r t in the Bob J o n e s
University/Goldsboro (N.C.) Christian
Schools case.
New C o n g r e s s seems warmer t o A-f reeze
t h a n a b o r t i o n , prayer, tuition c r e d i t s
W A S H I N G T O N (EP)—The Congress that
convenes in J a n u a r y appears f r o m its makeu p to be more inclined than the present one
to back a nuclear freeze than to pass school
prayer and anti-abortion legislation. A New
York Times-CBS survey of the new Congress and c o m m e n t s by congressional leaders and various groups—still analyzing the
significance of the November e l e c t i o n s underscored the opposition that the Reagan
administration and New Right groups will
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face on these issues, according to a Religious
News Service report.
The Times-CBS survey found opponents
of a constitutional a m e n d m e n t allowing
"organized prayer" in public schools increasing f r o m 51 % in the present Congress to 56%
in the new one. Thus, of the incoming
members w h o d o not also serve in the current Congress, more than three-quarters
oppose the amendment, the survey said. In
the current Congress, backers of the school
prayer a m e n d m e n t withdrew it after failing
to halt a Senate filibuster. On abortion, the
survey found that 58% of the new Congress,
u p f r o m 54% of the old one, oppose a constitutional a m e n d m e n t giving states the right to
outlaw abortion. New members oppose the
measure by nearly 3 to 1.
The survey also estimated that the nuclear
freeze resolution, which lost by 204 to 202
votes in the House of Representatives in
August, now has the backing of about 55%
of the new House. A m o n g new members,
supporters of the freeze outnumber o p p o -

nents two to one, tipping the balance in the
House in favor of the measure.

Asbury Theological Seminary
breaks ground for new school
W I L M O R E , Ky. ( E P ) — G r o u n d breaking
ceremonies for Asbury Theological Seminary's E. Stanley Jones School of Evangelism and World Mission was held November
10. Scheduled to formally open in September 1983, the school will eventually be a
three-building complex.
"The purpose of the E. Stanley Jones
S c h o o l , " e x p l a i n s P r e s i d e n t D a v i d L.
McKenna, "is to prepare, in the context of
our Wesleyan heritage, ordained and lay
persons for service as scholars, leaders and
ministers in evangelism and world mission."
Named for the great 20th century Methodist
missionary to India, the E S J School will
offer three degrees: The D. Min., Th. M., and
the P h . D . in a cooperative p r o g r a m with the
University of Kentucky.

PRINCIPLES FROM PROVERBS-#1
"The fear of the Lord is the beginning
" The phrase "the fear of the
Lord" appears 14 times in the book of Proverbs. As used here, the word
fear does not mean dread or being terrified, but rather speaks of an active
reverence, respect, awe and worship of God. It is not only an attitude of
bowing down, but also of wanting to hear what the Almighty, the creator
of heaven and earth, wishes to say to me.
One of the basic relationships of humanity to the things which God has
created is that of stewardship or management (see Genesis 1:28, "putting
you in charge," GNB). Thus it is a normal outgrowth for us to want to hear
what God the owner has to say. Just as the total workings of any successful
business enterprise is greatly enhanced by a good owner-manager relationship, so open lines of communication with God enable us to become better
stewards.
We observe that a number of people have the ability to be reasonably
good stewards, even though they are independent of a personal relationsip
with God. They make money, they climb the ladder of success, they
manager well and conserve that which has been placed within their reach.
In the eyes of society, they are rated as high achievers. However, when a
person begins the management of any project outside of the recognition
that God the Creator is Lord of all, and relies solely on human ingenuity,
the ultimate end will be disaster. "What shall it profit a man if he gain the
whole world and lose his own soul?"
A meaningful relationship with God is the beginning point for longlasting, successful stewardship. Communicating with one's Creator regarding the assets placed at a person's disposal (be it money, personal abilities, a
family, a farm, a job, a business) and then seeing these multiply into
blessings that enrich living, benefit society and aid in building God's
kingdom—this adds joy to daily living and is laying up treasures in heaven
for eternity. This best of stewardship begins in a practical, meaningful fear
of the Lord.
Henry N. Hostetter, Field Representative
Commission on Stewardship and Finance
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Anniversary of Luther's birth
means more East-West contact
BERLIN (EP)—In the coming year of celebrations to commemorate the 500th anniversary of the birth of Martin Luther it is
expected that contacts between Protestant
churches in East and West Germany will be
increased for the first time since the Berlin
Wall was built in 1961. This was disclosed by
representatives of the Federation of Protestant Churches in the German Democratic
Republic (GDR) and its West German counterpart the Protestant Church in Germany
(EKD) at a meeting in Berlin for editors
dealing with church affairs.
According to the Luther committee of the
Protestant Church in the G D R , the main
emphasis of the planned celebrations will be
on personal contacts. Rev. Gottfried Zollmann of East Berlin, a spokesman of the
committee, stated that the East German
churches are not really interested in "visits by
church representatives from West Germany
with official visas, or in bus-loads of people"
being constantly swept from attraction to
attraction. The press spokesman of the EKD,
Dietrich Stattler, Hanover, made a similar
statement. He said that although the EKD
had left the G D R the limelight for the Luther
celebrations because the main locations connected with Luther are in what is now the
GDR, the interpretation of the reformer as a
figure in German history should remain a
joint task of all Germans.
The best place to live?
Not U.S., according to researcher
PHILADELPHIA (EP)—The United States
is the 41st best place in the world to live,
according to a University of Pennsylvania
researcher's study of 107 nations. Dr. Richard

What's in a name?

I was deeply impressed by the recent
article by Bishop Shafer on the meaning
of a name (Oct. 25 Visitor). There came
to mind the story of the time Pat asked
Mike what he was going to name the
baby. Mike said, "O, I don't know.
There's nothing in a name." Immediately
Pat responded, "Then why don't you
call him Beelzebub?"
This was so forceful it did not require
an answer.
There is an incident from ancient history which is very suggestive.
Nero was a world-known name. He
could do anything he pleased. If he
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Estes, research director of Penn's School of
Social Work, said his study included 44 factors. "America generally produces wealth in
spectacular dimensions," he said. "But in my
index, only four of 44 factors were economic."
The United States did rank first in economic factors. The U.S. was rated lower in
other factors, however, including health and
welfare provisions, literacy and education,
political participation and stability and
women's rights.
The top 10 nations in the study were
Denmark, Norway, Austria, the Netherlands,
Sweden, New Zealand, Australia, Ireland,
Belgium and Finland. The Soviet Union
rated 43rd. Ethiopia finished last.
Judge rules Jehovah's Witness not
liable for making a religious conversion
BLUE SPRINGS, Mo. (EP)—A Jackson
County Judge has overturned a verdict
against a woman member of the Jehovah's
Witness church here that could have held her
liable for the results of her religious witnessing. The suit was brought by Charles Waites,
a police officer and a Baptist, against the
Jehovah's Witness East Congregation of
Independence, Mo., and Judy Marshall, a
member of that church. Waites was suing for
$2.5 million in damages because he believed
the teachings of that church led to his
divorce, according to the November issue of
Moody Monthly magazine.
Waites told the court that his wife left him
because the church said she was "possessed
with the devil," that the government she
worked for was "possessed with the devil,"
that her children's continued association
with Mr. Waites would be fornication, and
Mrs. Waites and her children would be "disfellowshiped" from the church if they remain-

chose to use Christians, set aflame, to
light his garden parties he could do so.
And so he did to Paul the apostle.
The centuries have passed. Today
men call their dogs Nero and name their
sons Paul.
There is something in a name after all.
C. R. Heisey
Upland, Calif.
Indexing, anyone?

Have suggestions come to you for an
annual index in the Visitor, both subject
and author? That sure would be helpful
to me. I spent a good chunk of time
working through my back issues look-

ed with Mr. Waites. A jury trial found the
church innocent, but did hold Judy Marshall
liable for $75,000 for alienation of affection.
Marshall was granted a retrial. But before
the new trial took place, the original judge
overruled the decision by the jury. He cited
insufficient evidence that Mrs. Waites' conversion led to her divorce.
"The judge completely overturned the
verdict," Marshall's attorney, Bill Lynch,
told Moody Monthly. The decision prevented Marshall from becoming the first
person in the United States ever to be held
liable for making a religious conversionPastor gets split tongue
for longest sermon record
P L Y M O U T H , Mich. (EP)—The Rev. M.
Gregory Gentry didn't reach his goal of
preaching for 100 straight hours but says he
did manage a new record for the longest
sermon. Gentry, who began preaching at
8:55 a.m. November 14, was forced to quit at
9:47 a.m. November 18, three hours short of
his goal. A split tongue and sheer exhaustion
caused him to stop. Gentry says his effort
raised $10,318.86 for his congregation at the
Canton Calvary Assembly of God Church.
And finally . . .
DENISON, Texas (EP)—The Rev. John
Purcell says people spend too much time in
meetings, so he's calling for a moratorium on
meetings. "How about February? It's the
shortest month of the year," said Purcell,
who wants folks to stay home and get reacquainted with their families. Purcell attends 30 to 35 meetings a month, he said.
School superintendent Bill Jacobs, a member of Purcell's United Presbyterian Church,
agrees, but says, "meetings just come with
the territory."

ing for a statistic I remembered in an
article by Janette Engle this past week,
finally finding it in the March 10, 1980
issue.
Could you initiate an index when you
move to the new format?
Warren Hoffman
Oklahoma City, Okla.
We're pulling together an index for
use in the office, Warren, but to date,
you are the first reader to ask that we
publish an index. Now, if several other
readers send in notes with the same suggestion, we'll seriously consider publication.
Evangelical Visitor

editorial

A time for peace
by Elmer E. Parsons
W a r is madness. M o d e r n weapons make it doubly insane. In the current international arms race,
we are witnessing a h u m a n catastrophe in process.
Not only are the superpowers—Russia and the United States—trying to match h o r r o r for horror, but
dozens of smaller nations are squandering their
limited resources on armaments. T o our shame,
weapons of destruction are a m a j o r American
export. I feel as if I'm watching the suicidal migration of lemmings as they rush headlong into the sea.
And we are the lemmings!
All of us have an aversion to war. It is dreadful
and idiotic. M o r e t h a n any other action it calls into
q u e s t i o n m a n ' s self-description as a " r a t i o n a l
being." War's senselessness is well summarized by
the American officer in Vietnam who reportedly
said of a certain village, "We had to destroy it in
order to save it."
Consider the present situation. The American
economy staggers under a 1983 military budget of
258 billion dollars. This is more than a thousand
dollars a year f o r every man, woman, and child in
the United States. These vast resources in materials
and h u m a n energy are being converted into implements to destroy lives and land. We are doing this at
the risk of national bankruptcy, the delay of
national and international development, the neglect
of o u r treasured citizens, and the permanent distortion of our national priorities.
There are m a n y code words that keep our minds
f r o m an objective view of war's idiocy: preparedness, defense, enemy, and aggressor, to name a few.
W h e n we get beyond such code words, however, we
arrive at a m u c h more intransigent set of words:
fear, greed, pride, domination, selfishness. These
words expose how deeply the problem is embedded
in the h u m a n heart. We normally adopt for ourselves the acceptable terms such as defense, protection, or "fear of Communism." We assign to others
the unacceptable terms such an aggressor, domination, and greed. We will probably never make much
progress in controlling the present threatened conV.
January, 1983

flagration until we humbly admit we share in the
c o m m o n h u m a n problem that makes war thinkable.
Since this is mankind's problem, issuing f r o m our
greed and selfishness, what can we do? If the course
is to be changed, it will have to be the Christian
minority that offers a proper perspective and takes
the initiative. After all, we are the ones who are
called to be peacemakers by the Prince of Peace.
Both as individuals and as a nation we can start
with the following:
1. We can renounce war. We can declare f r o m
every platform that war is an unacceptable way to
c o n d u c t relationships with o u r fellow h u m a n
beings. I do not currently hear this emphasis with
any great force or constancy. It must be stressed not
once, but continuously. It must be heard f r o m individuals, churches, and governments.
2. We must distinguish between legitimate defense and a fear-driven frenzy to be super secure.
These are matters of judgment. However, to have in
hand enough nuclear bombs to denude the earth
and still feel compelled to lavish hundreds of millions of dollars a day on "defense" seems a bit
paranoid! I hope we don't have to "destroy civilization in order to save it."
3. Let's wage peace. Let's divert more of our
efforts to positive things. We can do much as individuals and as a nation. We can accept each other.
Personal or international put-downs are types of
aggression. We can open ourselves to each other.
We can commit ourselves to dialogue and communication. We can share. This means not only
material goods in times of disaster, but the sharing
of our concern, our knowledge, and our peaceful
skills. We can change our mind-set. We can turn
f r o m making swords to forging plowshares. We
must be truly Christian. We must wage peace.
Elmer E. Parsons, Beaverton, Oregon, is a bishop in the Free
Methodist Church. Reprinted by permission of Light and Life
magazine, Winona Lake, Ind.
)
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Josh Sullivan cut a piece of cardboard with sharp scissors. Scraps fell to
the garage floor. Horatio, Josh's cocker
spaniel, carried a scrap over to the
corner. Crunch. Crunch. Horatio chewed on the scrap like he would a dog
biscuit.
Brown hair flopped over Josh's forehead as he tried to fold the stiff cardboard in the middle. There, now he had
a roof. He must do a good job on his
model of a California mission. Sure, he
wanted a good grade in history, but he
also wanted to win the contest. His Mission San Juan Bautista was going to be
the best in the fourth grade.
Horatio wagged his tail and ran toward
Chip who rode his bicycle up the drive
and into the garage. Chip leaned over
the handlebars to inspect Josh's work.
He laughed. "That's a mission? It looks
more like a barn."
And Chip was a friend? Josh glared at
him. "Oh yeah? Wait until it's finished.
You'll see who gets the prize."
"Not a chance. You won't even get
honorable mention, or whatever it's
called. As for me, I'm taking first." Chip
turned his bike around. "See you later,"
he called over his shoulder.
Josh looked hard at his model. He
frowned. Maybe Chip hit the mark
when he said it wouldn't even get honorable mention. The bell tower leaned
sadly like a lopsided totem pole.
Josh picked up the small gold bell
lying near an open can of white paint.
When he tried to fasten the bell in place,
the tower fell away from the wall. Josh
caught it, but his elbow landed in the
paint. He felt the paint seep through his
sleeve.
Letting out a yell, he yanked his
elbow out of the can.
Horatio jumped up from his collection of scraps. "Woof, woof," he barked.
Josh rubbed his elbow with a rag.
"Who wants to make an old mission
anyway? I'm done with it."
His father stepped through the back
door. "You've finished your model
already?"
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Josh held up the tower. "Look what
happened!"
"You can fix that." Then he spotted
Josh's sleeve. "But first you'd better go
inside and change your shirt."
Josh wanted to toss the tower into the
trash. Instead he laid it on the bench.
"I'll change my shirt, but you can forget
the mission. Everyone at school would
only laugh at it anyway."
Father touched Josh's shoulder. "Take
a break for a while. Later you might give
it another try."
Josh scowled. "No way!"
"Well, I'd better get to work in the
darkroom, or I'll need to find another
way to pay the bills."
Josh went to his room. As he changed
his shirt, Josh looked at the photograph
of a clipper ship which hung above his
bed. Last year Father had entered the
photo in the county fair and had brought
home his twelfth blue ribbon.
Josh scooped up his basketball. He
went outside and pulled on the rope to
close the big garage door so he could use
the hoop. While he was shooting baskets,
Mother and seven-year-old Julie drove
up in the station wagon.
"We got the kidney beans you wanted,
Josh," said Julie, her brown pigtails
bouncing.
"I won't need them now."
"But you wanted 'em for the roof.
You said they'd look like tile."
"Go play with your dolls," he said.
Josh wanted to skip a round of questions. His sister could make the Guiness

A

Mission
for
Josh

by Roberta Schrock

Book of World Records; she asked
more questions than anyone else on the
block. He tried to shoot a basket and
missed.
"I want to see your mission." Julie
nearly tripped over Shadrach, their tabby
cat, as she ran around the corner of the
garage.
Josh followed her through the back
door.
She stopped before the bench. Her
brown eyes looked like they would pop
right out of her head. "What happened?
Did Shadrach jump on it?"
"No. An earthquake hit it." He almost
laughed when Julie's mouth fell open.
"Really and truly?"
"Silly! Go and take Shadrach for a
ride in your doll buggy."
"Did the tower tumble down like the
walls of Jericho in the Bible?"
Josh bounced the ball. That girl and
her questions. Oh, he knew about Jericho and God's warrior, Joshua, the one
he was named after. Seven days Joshua
headed the march around the walled city
as God had commanded. A question
popped into Josh's mind. What if Joshua
had quit on the third day?
Father came out of his darkroom. He
held up a photo. Josh and Julie stared at
oddly-shaped dark blobs.
"You're looking at a most unusual
print," Father said. "One of a kind. A
masterpiece which belongs in Horatio's
scrap heap. It was a Christmas cactus in
bloom before I ruined it."
"You have lots of blue ribbons, Dad,"
Josh said. "You're a pro."
"Even a professional can slip up now
and then. I'll take another shot of the
cactus. It's worth a second try."
Josh picked up his bell tower. He'd
never know if he could do a good job on
the mission unless he gave it a second
try. Maybe a third... fourth... fifth
"Bring on the beans, Julie. The Joshua
Sullivan Construction Company is in
business again."
Roberta Schrock is a member of the
Upland, CA congregation.
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